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ABSTRACT
Networked systems are everywhere - such as the Internet, social networks, biological
networks, transportation networks, power grid networks, etc. They can be very large yet
enormously complex. They can contain a lot of information, either open and transparent or
under the cover and coded. Such real-world systems can be modeled using graphs and be
mined and analyzed through the lens of network analysis. Network analysis can be applied
in recognition of frequent patterns among the connected components in a large graph, such
as social networks, where visual analysis is almost impossible. Frequent patterns illuminate
statistically important subgraphs that are usually small enough to analyze visually. Graph
mining has different practical applications in fraud detection, outliers detection, chemical
molecules, etc., based on the necessity of extracting and understanding the information
yielded. Network analysis can also be used to quantitatively evaluate and improve the
resilience of infrastructure networks such as the Internet or power grids. Infrastructure
networks directly affect the quality of people’s lives. However, a disastrous incident in these
networks may lead to a cascading breakdown of the whole network and serious economic
consequences. In essence, network analysis can help us gain actionable insights and make
better data-driven decisions based on the networks. On that note, the objective of this
dissertation is to improve upon existing tools for more accurate mining and analysis of
real-world networks.
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION
We live in a connected world. In our social and digital lives, we encounter networks
(or graphs) on a daily basis. Online social networks such as Facebook are based on gigantic
networks in which people are connected through so-called friendship links. Browsing the
Internet means traversing a large network of pages that is connected via clickable (hyper)
links. Accessing one webpage on a mobile phone creates a few dozen wired or wireless
connections between devices in a matter of micro seconds. Other examples include net-
works of publications linked by citations, transportation networks, metabolic networks,
and communication networks. Networks are everywhere around us, and influence the way
in which we communicate, socialize, search, navigate and consume information. Graphs
are mathematical structures used to represent/model pairwise relations between objects in
these real world networks. When networks are stored in a digital format, they can produce
an enormous amount of data. Such a large volume of data is sometimes called big data, not
only because of its quantity, but also because the data may arrive at an enormous speed and
because the data are usually diverse in terms of what type of information is represented.
Data are used in many disciplines of science to verify hypotheses about a certain domain.
Within the field of computer science, we specifically consider tasks related to storing, re-
trieving, manipulating and understanding data in an automated and efficient way.
1.1. GRAPHS AND NETWORKS
A graph is one of the most fundamental data structures used to describe the relation-
ship between objects within a certain domain. This structure is very simple, consisting of a
number of dots that are called vertices in graph terminology and nodes in network terminol-
2ogy. Between some of these dots are lines that are called edges in graph terminology and
links in network terminology. Network terminology is generally used in situations where
you want to think of transporting/sending things along the links between nodes, whether
those things are physical objects (e.g. road networks) or information (e.g. computer net-
works). Graph terminology is more often used in situations where you want the edges to
represent other types of relationships between the vertices. A well-known example of a
real-world graph is a social network, in which a vertex represents a person, and an edge
represents a social relationship between two people that it connects.
There are a number of very different ways in which researchers analyze
graphs/networks. One approach, which is more closely associated with the network side of
things than the graph side, focuses on understanding individual nodes and how they are re-
lated to the entire network. For example, there is the question of centrality [3]: which node
would we expect to have the most traffic flowing past it, whether that means an overloaded
server on a computer network, or the most important person in a social network. Another
example is the question of robustness of a network [4]: how robust a network is with respect
to removing nodes with the highest centrality. These approaches are primarily concerned
with the global topology of networks and their reliability. A second approach, which is
more closely associated with the graph side of things than the network side, focuses on
thinking of a graph/network as a single geometric object and extracting the structural in-
formation of interest by inspecting the way vertices are connected together. For example,
frequent subgraph mining [5] consists of discovering interesting patterns in graphs. These
approaches are primarily concerned with understanding the local structure of graphs. A
third approach, which lies in between the network side and the graph side of things, is con-
cerned with the analysis of local network structure and the effect on the global topology of
a network to unveil hidden mechanisms behind vulnerability of complex networks.
There are different types of graphs including regular, trees [9], random [8], small-
world [7], and scale-free [6] networks. Two extreme kinds of graphs are regular lattices
3(meshes) and trees. These are usually man-made networks that have the lowest hetero-
geneity (e.g. the number of connections each node has is more or less the same) and the
lowest randomness (the probability of any two randomly selected nodes to be connected to
each other is very low or zero). Regular graphs tend to have long average paths and high
clustering (as the nodes tend to be densely connected in groups).
Another extreme type of graphs is called random ER (Erdos-Renyi) graphs, which
are generated by starting with a disconnected set of nodes that are then paired with a uni-
form probability. Such random networks will have low heterogeneity (most nodes have the
same number of connections), and the degree distribution will be a Gaussian bell-shaped
curve. Random graphs built after the ER algorithm have short average paths and low clus-
tering [10]. Most real-world networks, however, especially social networks, do not have
a homogeneous degree distribution that is mostly found in regular or random networks.
The number of connections each node has in most networks varies greatly and they are
positioned somewhere between regular and random networks. In fact, Watts and Strogatz
(1998) [7] proposed a model where the connections between the nodes in a regular graph
were rewired with a certain probability. The resulting graphs were between regular and
random in their structure and are referred to as small-world (SW) networks. SW networks
are structurally very close to many social networks in that they have a higher clustering and
almost the same average path than the random networks with the same number of nodes
and edges. SW networks usually have high modularity (groups of the nodes that are more
densely connected together than to the rest of the network).
Finally, there is a large class of so-called scale-free (SF) networks characterized by a
highly heterogeneous degree distribution, which follows a power-law (Barabasi & Albert
1999) [6]. They are called scale-free, because zooming in on any part of the distribution
does not change its shape; there are a few, but significant number of nodes with a lot of
connections and there is a trailing tail of nodes with a very few connections at each level of
magnification.
4Such networks have been suggested as representative models of complex systems
in areas ranging from the social sciences (e.g., collaboration graphs of movie actors or
scientific coauthors) to molecular biology (e.g., cellular metabolism and genetic regulatory
networks) to the Internet (e.g., web graphs and router-level graphs).
These structures combine heterogeneity and randomness; they can have low or high
modularity [12], and many SW networks are also scale-free.
1.2. NETWORK ROBUSTNESS
Scale-free networks are everywhere. They can be seen in airline traffic routes, con-
nections between actors in Hollywood, weblog links, personal relationships, and terrorist
networks. A scale-free network obeys a power-law distribution [11] in the number of con-
nections between nodes on the network. Some nodes exhibit extremely high connectivity
while the vast majority are relatively poorly connected.
The proliferation of scale-free networks and our increasing dependence on them (par-
ticularly given their prevalence in energy, transportation, and communications systems)
begs the question: how reliable are these networks?
Scale-free networks are extremely tolerant of random failures [15]. In a random
network, a small number of random failures can collapse the network. However, a scale-
free network can absorb random failures of up to 80% of its nodes before it collapses. The
reason for this is the inhomogeneity of the nodes on the network. So, failures are much
more likely to occur on relatively small nodes.
On the other hand, scale-free networks are extremely vulnerable to intentional attacks
on their hubs [14]. Attacks that simultaneously eliminate as few as 5% of a scale-free
network’s hubs can collapse the network.
Considering error tolerance and attack vulnerability, which are two common and im-
portant properties of scale-free networks, extensive research efforts have been made to
study the robustness of such networks, which is defined as the ability of surviving nodes
5and edge to remain interconnected, and design algorithms to enhance the overall robustness
of such networks.
1.3. FREQUENT SUBGRAPH MINING
Graph mining is critical to a variety of application domains with the primary goal of
extracting statistically significant [13] and useful knowledge from data. Its basic objective
is to discover the hidden and useful data patterns from a very large set of data. Graph min-
ing finds its applications in various problem domains, including: bioinformatics, chemical
reactions, program flow structures, computer networks, social networks etc. The research
goals in frequent subgraph mining are directed at: i) effective mechanisms for generating
candidate subgraphs (without generating duplicates) and ii) how best to process the gener-
ated candidate subgraphs so as to identify the desired frequent subgraphs in a way that is
computationally efficient and procedurally effective.
1.4. SUMMARY
Graphs are everywhere. From computers on the Internet to infected patients in an epi-
demic to molecular processes within a cell, complex webs of interactions between many
different entities play critical roles in both society and the natural world. The objective of
this dissertation is to mine and analyze the structure of real-life networks. In this disserta-
tion we explore five research problems in this broad area. Papers I and II focus on mining
frequent subgraphs in a large graph. Papers III and IV focus on the robustness of complex
networks. Paper V studies on how local subgraphs contribute to the overall robustness of
complex networks.
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I. FSMS: A FREQUENT SUBGRAPH MINING ALGORITHM USING MAPPING
SETS
Armita Abedijaberi and Jennifer Leopold
Department of Computer Science
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, Missouri 65401
With the increasing prevalence of data that model relationships between various enti-
ties, the use of a graph-based representation for real-world problems offers a logical strat-
egy for organizing information and making knowledge-based decisions. In particular, of-
ten it is useful to identify the most frequent patterns or relationships amongst the data in
a graph, which requires finding frequent subgraphs. Algorithms for addressing that prob-
lem have been proposed for over 15 years. In the worst case, all subgraphs in the graph
must be examined, which is exponential in complexity, and subgraph isomorphisms must
be computed, which is an NP-complete problem.
Frequent subgraph algorithms may attempt to improve the actual runtime perfor-
mance by reducing the size of the search space, avoiding duplicate comparisons, and/or
minimizing the amount of memory required for compiling intermediate results. Herein
we present a frequent subgraph mining algorithm that leverages mapping sets in order to
eliminate the isomorphism computation during the search for non-edge-disjoint frequent
subgraphs. Experimental results show that absence of isomorphism computation leads to
much faster frequent subgraph detection when there is a need to identify all occurrences of
those subgraphs.
71. INTRODUCTION
Data are used every day to make knowledge-based decisions for the purposes of mar-
keting, emergency management, law enforcement, and other applications. Large com-
panies, such as Google, use data to provide predictive, quick searches based on related
data [1]. Governments use a variety of inter-related data to help predict terrorist attacks [2].
Data mining also has been used in the health sciences to correlate multiple gene expression
patterns for cancer to identify patients who are most at risk [3]. As more data become
available, relationship mapping has become even more integral. The use of a graph-based
representation for real-world problems offers a logical strategy for organizing information
and making knowledge-based decisions. Currently, graph data are used for visualizing
computer networks [4], biological networks [5], and the Internet [6].
One of the most common applications of graph data mining (GDM) is to identify the
most frequent relationships or patterns amongst the data in a graph, which requires finding
frequent subgraphs. In a graph-transaction setting, the input will be a collection of rela-
tively small graphs, which necessitates that the search for frequent subgraphs be performed
over each individual graph in the collection before those results can be combined; this is
in contrast to a single-graph setting where the input is a single (presumably large) graph.
Formally, we define the Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM) problem using Definitions 1-4
given below.
Definition 1. A labelled graph G = (V,E,LV ,LE) consists of a set of vertices V , a
set of undirected or directed edges E, and two labeling functions LV and LE that associate
labels with vertices and edges, respectively. It should be noted that the labels of any two
vertices (or any two edges) may not be unique. However, each vertex (and each edge) will
have a unique id.
8Figure 1: Example of a graph where a particular vertex (i.e., g) will only be included in a
frequent subgraph when minimum support is ≥ 2 if we allow isomorphic subgraphs to
share edges (i.e., (g,m)).
Definition 2. A graph S = (VS, ES, LVS , LES) is a subgraph of G = (V,E, LV ,LE) iff
VS ⊆V , ES ⊆ E, LVS(v) = LV (v) and LES(e) = LE(e) for all v ∈ VS and e ∈ ES.
Definition 3. A subgraph isomorphism of S to G is a one-to-one function f: VS −→ V
where LVS(v) = LV ( f (v)) for all vertices v ∈ VS, and for all edges (u,v) ∈ ES, ( f (u), f (v))
∈ E and LES(u,v) = LE( f (u), f (v)).
Definition 4. Let IS be the set of isomorphisms of a subgraph S in graph G. Given a
minimum support threshold τ, the frequent subgraph mining problem (FSM) is to find all
non-edge-disjoint subgraphs S in G such that |IS| ≥ τ.
The advantage of limiting frequent subgraphs to only those with disjoint edges is
computational tractability [7]. But this comes at the expense of disregarding potentially
useful information. Consider the example shown in [Figure 1]. If only edge-disjoint iso-
morphic subgraphs are considered, the vertex labelled g will not be included in any frequent
subgraph when minimum support is ≥ 2. However, if we allow isomorphic subgraphs to
share edges, then the subgraph containing the vertices labelled t, m, and g will have fre-
quency 2. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview
of related work in graph data mining, focusing on graph theory based approaches. In Sec-
tion 3, we discuss the FSMS algorithm. The results of running an implementation of our
algorithm on a variety of graphs are provided in Section 4. Finally, we discuss our plans
for future work in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6.
92. RELATEDWORK
In [8], the authors divided existing GDM algorithms into three main categories:
Graph Theory Based, Inductive Logic Programming, and Greedy Search. Our research
focuses on the Graph Theory Based category, which consists of two main groups: Apriori-
based approaches and pattern growth-based approaches. Algorithms in the first group gen-
erate candidate subgraphs by joining two frequent subgraphs of size k (where k is the num-
ber of vertices or the number of edges, depending on the definition used in the particular
algorithm). Two subgraphs must contain the same size k−1 connected subgraphs to form
a new candidate subgraph of size k+1 in a level-wise manner. Pattern growth algorithms
generate candidates by adding a new edge to a smaller frequent subgraph in all possible
extensions.
AGM [9], an Apriori-based graph mining algorithm, uses a breadth-first search to
discover frequent subgraphs. It starts with frequent subgraphs consisting of one edge, and
iteratively combines frequent subgraphs of equal size to form larger frequent subgraphs.
The algorithm is based on the fact that a k+1 subgraph cannot be frequent if its immediate
parent subgraph of size k is not frequent [9]. FSG [10] is another Apriori-based approach
that uses breadth-first search to find all frequent subgraphs by incrementally expanding
size k frequent subgraphs by one edge to generate k+ 1 sized candidate subgraphs. Both
algorithms do not scale well to large graphs because they tend to incur significant computa-
tional overhead due to large candidate pools and subgraph isomorphism comparisons either
explicitly or implicitly. The breadth-first search strategy has an advantage in that it allows
for the pruning of infrequent subgraphs at an early stage in the FSM process. However, that
gain in efficiency comes at the cost of high I/O and memory usage.
Yan et al. proposed gSpan in [11], a pattern growth-based approach that uses depth-
first search and a lexicographic ordering to map each subgraph pattern to construct a search
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tree of frequent subgraphs. The search code tree is built in a depth-first manner by one-
edge expansion of the parent vertex. This tree only contains frequent subgraphs that have a
smaller depth-first search code than any other isomorphic subgraph in the tree, thus reduc-
ing search cost. Additionally, gSpan uses a hash table to keep track of subgraphs already
searched, thereby circumventing the processing of any subgraph more than once. Using an
efficient coding of graphs, finding previously examined subgraphs is fast. Due to the use of
a depth-first search approach, gSpan saves on memory usage in exchange for less efficient
pruning.
A more recently proposed graph mining framework, GraMi [12], also employs a pat-
tern growth-based approach. It avoids the costly enumeration of candidate generation per-
formed in Apriori-based methods by adopting the depth-first search code tree methodology
of gSpan, and evaluates the frequency of a subgraph as a constraint satisfaction problem.
In addition, the authors propose a heuristic search combined with optimizations to improve
the performance of the algorithm, employing strategies to prune the search space, postpone
searches, and explore special graph types. However, GraMi will not necessarily find all
frequent subgraphs because it will only extend a subgraph by frequent edges. GraMi can
only guarantee that it will not return infrequent subgraphs (i.e., no false positives).
The above mentioned algorithms take different approaches to perform subgraph
isomorphism comparison and to reduce the number of candidate subgraphs generated. Due
to their computational complexity, these algorithms typically are used in graph-transaction
settings where the individual graphs are relatively small in terms of number of vertices. In
general, pattern growth methods tend to be faster than Apriori-based methods, with gSpan
being one of the fastest of all FSM algorithms [13]. Like gSpan and GraMi, our algorithm,
FSMS, is a pattern growth approach. FSMS iteratively extracts the frequent subgraphs
using breadth-first search. However, it differs from other FSM algorithms in that it does
not compute isomorphisms, which is the most expensive part of frequent subgraph mining.
Instead, it keeps track of isomorphic subgraphs by using a Mapping˘Set system. In terms
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of runtime, FSMS cannot be compared fairly to gSpan, because gSpan cannot tell us how
many occurrences of each frequent subgraph exist in a graph nor can the algorithm easily be
modified to do so; in contrast, FSMS returns the actual instances of each frequent subgraph
found in a graph. Hence, the preference for which algorithm to use (i.e., gSpan or FSMS)
depends on the needs of the application. There is also another framework, MRFSE [14],
bulit based on gSpan algorithm. MRFSE uses MapReduce to parallelise gSpan applicable
on large datasets. MRFSE keeps the embedding for each frequent subgraph and instead
of performing isomorphism, it compares their minimum DFS code [11] to check whether
they are isomorphic. However FSMS keeps the bijection between vertices in the frequent
subgraphs and group the equivalent vertices together using MappingSets. Hence, gen-
erated candidates in a group are already isomorphic. The current version of FSMS can
be applied on relatively big datasets running on a centralized machine very efficiently.
3. FSMS
FSMS can be applied to a directed or undirected graph G=(V,E,LV ,LE) that consists
of a set of vertices V , a set of edges E, and two labeling functions LV and LE that associate
labels with vertices and edges, respectively. The algorithm is based on an adjacency list
representation of the graph. We assume that the label function LV (LE) facilitates an efficient
lookup of all vertices (edges) with a particular label (since those labels are not unique);
similarly, we assume that, given a vertex (edge), we can find its label in O(1) time.
In discussions where distinction between vertex (edge) ids is not important, we will
refer to vertices (edges) simply by their labels. In the process of frequent subgraph mining,
calculation of the frequency of a subgraph candidate involves subgraph isomorphism which
is a NP-complete problem and is considered as a bottleneck for the algorithm. To tackle
this issue, herein we present a novel idea for frequent subgraph mining without performing
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any subgraph isomorphism, which consequently leads to a faster process that is applicable
on large graphs.
The FSMS algorithm consists of k iterations in order to find all frequent subgraphs
of different sizes from 1 to k. During the procedure of subgraph mining, by the end of
iteration i, instances of frequent subgraphs of size i are found and candidate subgraphs of
size i+1 will be built from them.
The novelty of FSMS candidate generation process comes in replacing isomorphism
computation by a Mapping Sets system to simplify subgraph frequency counting. This idea
is based on the fact that when two or more isomorphic subgraphs expand from the equiv-
alent vertices (in terms of bi jection between isomorphic subgraphs) with same-labeled
vertices and same-labeled edges, the extended graphs will be automatically isomorphic to
each other.
In graph theory, an isomorphism of graphs G and H is a bijection between the vertex
sets of G and H. A bijection is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of two
sets, where every element of one set is paired with exactly one element of the other set, and
every element of the other set is paired with exactly one element of the first set. There are
no unpaired elements. This kind of bijection is also known as edge-preserving bijection.
The FSMS algorithm starts with finding the frequent edges in the graph G as fre-
quent subgraphs of size one. Each frequent subgraph S is represented by a triple of
(Key,Values,MappingSets). A Key is a set of labels of vertices in S, Values is a list of
instances of S, and a MappingSet is a set with respect to each vertex in S that contains ids
of corresponding vertices in instances of S in accordance with the bijection among them.
For example, in [Figure 2] when τ= 2, edge {R-a-B} is a frequent subgraph S of size
1 with 3 instances in the graph G including {(1,3)}, {(7,8)} and {(10,11)} where each
instance is sorted in lexicographic order. This frequent subgraph S can be represented by
Key, Values and MappingSets as follows:
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Figure 2: Example of a graph G with 13 vertices and 18 edges, where each vertex (edge)
has a label and a unique id. Solid lines outline all the instances of one-edge subgraph
{R-a-B} in G, where R and B are the vertex labels and a is the edge label. A dashed line
outlines one of the instances of subgraph {{R-a-B},{B-b-Y}, {Y-a-R}, {Y-c-C}} in G.
Key : {(R−a−B)}, Values : {{(1,3)},{(7,8)},{(10,11)}}
MappingSets :
MS(R) : {1,7,10}MS(B) : {3,8,11}

In one-edge subgraph S [Figure 2], for each vertex, a MappingSet is associated with
it that includes those vertex ids in all instances of S that correspond to each other, MS[l] =
{d1,d2, ...,dn} where di represents a unique vertex id. This means that all of these vertices
are equivalent and play the same role in S, hence they are grouped together in a MappingSet
such as MS(R) : {1,7,10}. In other words, a bi jection function for 3 instances of S maps
3 corresponding vertices (i.e. one vertex per each instance) to each other [Figure 3]. All
MappingSets in regard to a frequent subgraph have the same length. Consequently, the
number of all MappingSets and Values for a frequent subgraph represents the size and the
number of instances for that particular subgraph, respectively.
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Figure 3: Example of bi jection mapping among the vertices of 3 isomorphic one-edge
subgraph {R-a-B} in graph G in [Figure 2].
Candidate subgraphs of size i+1 are generated from subgraph S of size i by iterating
through all MappingSets of S. If the size of Values for S (i.e. frequency of S in G) is
greater than or equal to the frequency threshold τ, S is considered frequent and during the
next iteration of FSMS it will be used to generate candidate subgraphs of larger size. For
each MappingSets MS of S, new candidate subgraphs are formed as follows: neighbors
of vertices in each MS with the same label that are connected via same-labeled edges are
grouped together. Since all vertices in one MS have the same role in S, if they extend
with links that share the vertex label and the edge label, all the extended subgraphs will be
automatically isomorphic to each other.
For example, suppose FSMS is in iteration 4, and a frequent subgraph of size 4 such
as {{R-a-B}, {B-b-Y}, {Y-a-R}, {Y-c-C}} is found in G, outlined by dashed lines in
[Figure 2]. This subgraph has 2 instances in the graph and is represented as:






MS(R) : {7,10},MS(B) : {8,11}MS(Y ) : {6,9},MS(C) : {5,5}

As depicted in [Figure 2], in MS[B] two of the vertices, 11 and 8 have a connection
with vertex label Z and edge label d, and this connection is not already part of the subgraph
{{R-a-B}, {B-b-Y}, {Y-a-R}, {Y-c-C}}. In those instances of a subgraph that 8 and 11
belongs to, we add an edge with label d from a vertex with label B to a vertex with label
Z; hence 2 instances of a subgraph {{R-a-B}, {B-b-Y}, {Y-a-R}, {Y-c-C}, {B-d-Z}}
will be generated which are known to be isomorphic to each other. For the new candidate
subgraph, Key, Values and MappingSets are shown below:






MS(R) : {7,10},MS(B) : {8,11}
MS(Y ) : {6,9},MS(C) : {5,5}
MS(Z) : {13,13}

As mentioned, all possible candidate subgraphs of size i+1 are generated after itera-
tion of all available mapping sets of frequent subgraphs of size i. However, it is possible
that among the candidate subgraphs, some of the Values might become duplicated, due
to the fact that instances of different subgraphs might become exactly the same after
extension [Figure 4]. To avoid listing the same instance of a candidate multiple times, a
hash table is used to keep track of visited subgraphs. A key in this hash table is a sorted list
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Figure 4: In this example only a part of a bigger graph is shown. Assume that after
iteration 1 in FSMS, two subgraphs {A-a-B} and {B-s-C} have been detected as frequent.
Each of them have their own Key, Values and MappingSets. During the iteration 2, using
completely different MappingSets, two instances have become similar. To avoid counting
an instance more than once, FSMS uses a hash table.
of vertex ids, and values for this key are values of different subgraphs generated with those
ids that have been encountered so far. In the hash table, each instance value is represented
as a list of tuples sorted in a lexicographic order, where each tuple is representing an edge
in the instance by vertex ids at both ends of that edge. Each time the Values of a candidate
subgraph are generated, FSMS will search for each value in the hash table using the sorted
distinct vertex ids in that value. If a generated instance already exists in the hash table, it
means that instance has already been encountered, so the value for that instance will be
discarded. Otherwise, that value remains and the hash table will be updated. FSMS uses
an in-memory pattern growth approach, and to perform frequent subgraph extraction on a
centralized machine more efficiently by the end of each iteration the content of the hash
table can be deleted.
3.1. ALGORITHM
Input to the FSMS algorithm is a graph G = (V,E,LV ,LE) and the value of mini-
mum support τ for determining frequent subgraphs. Output from the algorithm is a set
of frequent subgraphs, each of which contains at least one edge. In a graph-transaction
setting, the FSMS algorithm would be executed for each transaction graph in an input col-
lection, and then the resulting set of frequent subgraphs over the entire collection would
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be the intersection of the result sets obtained for each individual graph. The FSMS algo-
rithm initially builds a set containing all frequent edges in G based on the value of min-
imum support. Each frequent subgraph regardless of the size is represented as a triple
of (key,values,mappingSets). At this point all frequent subgraphs of size one have been
found, and FSMS looks for candidate subgraphs that are one edge larger in size. Start-
ing with a frequent subgraph S, each mappingSet MS contains a list of vertex ids where
each belongs to one of the instances of S. By grouping neighbors of vertices in MS
based on their label and their edge label, FSMS generates candidates of larger size. There
also is hashFreqSGs which is a hash table that keeps track of subgraphs that have been
found. So any time a new instance of a subgraph is found, it is checked through the
hash f reqSubgraph. If the length of values for each key is greater than or equal to the
minimum support, that subgraph will be added to f reqSubgraphs and hashFreqSGs. Oth-
erwise it will be discarded. This process continues until FSMS finds no more candidates.
3.2. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY
Let N and n be the number of vertices of graph G and subgraph S, respectively. In
general, most algorithms that find frequent subgraphs (e.g., AGM, FSG) are composed
of two parts. One part requires, in the worst case, the generation of all subgraphs of
G, which takes O(2N
2
) time. The second part performs the calculation of the frequency
of a subgraph S in G, which involves the computation of subgraph isomorphisms.
Subgraph isomorphism is NP-complete with O(Nn) time complexity. Therefore, the
complexity of frequent subgraph mining is O(2N
2
Nn), which is exponential in the
problem size. However, one advantage of FSMS over other approaches is that it replaces
isomorphism computation by creating and updating Mapping Sets for each frequent
subgraph during each iteration. In the worst case, each MappingSets contains n MSs,
one MS per vertex. For each MS, FSMS finds neighbors of n vertices and group them
together. We are using adjacency list instead of adjacency matrix to store graph G,
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Algorithm 1: FSMS
1: freqEdges: set of all frequent edges in G
2: freqSubgraphs: set of frequent single-edge subgraphs
3: mostRecentSubgraphs← freqSubgraphs
4: hashFreqSGs← ∅
5: while mostRecentSubgraphs ! = ∅ do
6: newSubgraphs← ∅
7: for subgraph S ∈ mostRecentSubgraphs do
8: for mapSet MS ∈ S.mappingSets do
9: group neighbors of vertices ∈MS
10: for each group g do
11: candidKey← extended S.key
12: candidValues← extended S.values with id ∈ g
13: for value ∈ candidValues do
14: index = a sorted list of distinct vertex ids in value
15: if index /∈ hashFreqSGs then
16: hashFreqSGs[index]← ∅
17: else if candidValues ∈ hashFreqSGs[index] then
18: candidValues = candidValues \value
19: else
20: hashfreqSGs[index]← hashFreqSGs[index] ∪ value
21: end if
22: end for
23: candidMappingSets← extended S.mappingSets
24: if |candidValues| ≥ τ then
25: S′ = (candidKey, candidValues, candidMappingSets)











so for each vertex it takes O(mn ) to enumerate its neighbors and group them since the
neighbor’s labels are scanned and aggregated in one pass. Hence, the total complexity
for each Mapping Sets in order to be updated for the next iteration is O(mn). There
are maximum number of m− 1 iteration and the average number of discovered frequent
subgraphs during each iteration is c. Therefore, the overall complexity of FSMS is cm2n.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate FSMS, and for performance evaluation
comparison, we have also implemented FSG [10]. Both FSMS and FSG follow a pat-
tern growth approach and they return all the occurrences of frequent subgraphs of different
sizes. All experiments are conducted using Python 3.3 on a Linux (Ubuntu 14.04) machine
with 8 cores running at 2.67GHz with 64GB RAM. For the experiments we used real chem-
ical datasets [15] with different numbers of vertices and edges. There are no multi-edges
(two or more edges that are incident to the same two vertices) or self-loops (an edge from
a vertex to itself) in the graphs. These datasets contain connected and disconnected graphs
with labelled vertices and labelled edges.
4.1. RESULTS
The difference between the amount of time required by FSG and FSMS to find all
the frequent subgraphs of graphs with various sizes is shown in [Figure 5]. In all of the
experiments the minimum support for both FSG and FSMS was the same and they both
discovered the same number of frequent subgraphs. However due to the isomorphism-free
nature of FSMS, the performance of these two algorithms is drastically different from
each other. In some cases, we aborted the computation for FSG because it was not able
to finish the mining process in a reasonable amount of time. In our experiments, several
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Figure 5: Comparing the performance of FSMS vs. FSG for frequent subgraph mining in
graphs with different numbers of labelled vertices and labelled edges. For both algorithms
the same minimum support was selected. However we had to keep the minimum support
threshold high to be able to compare the performance of FSG and FSMS; this was because
FSG was not able to finish the processing for low minimum support.
different values of minimum support were tested; [Table 1] shows FSMS's performance
for a representative selection of the graphs. In these chemical datasets, the numbers of
distinct vertex labels and distinct edge labels are very low. Hence there exist an extensive
number of instances for different sizes of subgraphs in each graph. Because of that, we
used relatively high minimum support for our experiments, and still the total number of
discovered frequent subgraphs by FSMS and FSG are fairly large as shown in [Table.
1]. Considering the large number of discovered frequent subgraphs and comparing the
performance of FSG and FSMS, we can see that the FSMS algorithm requires a short
amount of time to discover a large number of graphs without performing isomorphism.
5. FUTUREWORK
Many current graph mining algorithms assume that a graph can be read in to memory
and processed on a single, commodity machine. However, that is not always the case;
dataset sizes are growing exponentially. According to Cisco, global cloud data will reach
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Table 1: Performance of FSMS vs. FSG algorithm on chemical datasets with different
graph properties. Columns in this table represent the number of vertices, the number of
edges, the number of distinct vertex labels, the number of distinct edge labels, minimum
support, total number of discovered frequent subgraphs of different sizes, the maximum
size of subgraphs found by FSMS and FSG, and running time of FSMS and FSG in seconds,
respectively. A dash in the table means we had to abort the computation for FSG because















111 119 3 2 30 360 21 4.70 839.69
111 119 3 2 13 11756 31 97.07 -
178 198 3 2 35 366 35 3.92 344.22
178 198 3 2 13 11840 30 84.64 -
224 252 3 2 52 79349 39 3646.12 -
270 306 3 2 60 6407 30 324.75 -
270 306 3 2 150 15 7 1.46 17.55
313 356 3 2 60 88381 38 4564.31 -
351 402 3 2 70 155973 31 8439.33 -
407 363 3 2 70 169879 31 9144.58 -
432 493 5 2 80 70981 30 5144.84 -
498 567 5 2 70 147645 31 9161.96 -
approximately 715 EB per month by the end of 2018 [16]. Technologies to be considered
for that purpose include Hadoop, as well as Pegasus [17], a big graph mining system built
on top of MapReduce. This will require a redesign of the FSMS algorithm to remove linear
dependencies. The distributed implementation of FSMS will be benchmarked against other
existing distributed frequent subgraph mining programs such as MiRage [18] to compare
its performance. Additionally, we want to find more efficient ways of reading and writing
graphs, which we believe will dramatically increase the speed, especially in a distributed
implementation. Methods could include compression and/or SQL representation of the
graph input and output. We also want to work on improving the memory usage of the
algorithm. Depending upon the type of the graph, the number of generated subgraphs
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could be exponentially large and since all of them are kept in the RAM, FSMS needs some
heuristic improvements in order not to run out of memory. Finally, we will investigate
graph visualization and visual steering of the FSMS algorithm as discussed in [19].
This could provide a useful option for viewing the subgraphs as they are being found,
and adding structural and semantic constraints during the process as suggested in [12].
6. CONCLUSION
Over the past 15 years, several methods have been developed to address the problem
of identifying frequent subgraphs, particularly in graph-transaction settings. In this
paper, we proposed a Frequent Subgraph mining algorithm, FSMS, that eliminates the
process of isomorphism during frequent subgraph mining by using Mapping Sets. We
demonstrated the efficiency of FSMS completely and accurately in finding (and listing)
all existing frequent subgraphs in some real-world datasets. We are confident that, with
additional work, the processing time and scalability of FSMS will be further improved,
making it a viable FSM solution in the domains of graph query processing and frequent
subgraph mining to discover recurrent patterns in scientific, spatial and relational datasets.
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II. ALL-INCLUSIVE FREQUENT FREE SUBTREE MINING USING
AUTOMORPHISM LIST
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Graphs are one of the most general formalisms for modeling relationships amongst
complex, structured data. Unfortunately, discovering frequently occurring subgraphs in
a large graph database comes with high cost due to two computationally expensive op-
erations: (1) checking whether a single graph contains a particular subgraph in order to
determine how frequently the subgraph occurs in the larger graph, and (2) determining
whether two graphs are isomorphic in order to avoid generating (and hence examining) a
candidate subgraph multiple times.
The first problem is an instance of the subgraph isomorphism problem, which is NP-
complete. The second problem is an instance of the graph isomorphism problem, which
is, at best, a quasi-polynomial time complexity problem. The high complexity of both
problems largely stems from the existence of cycles in the graphs.
Herein we present a frequent subgraph mining algorithm for free trees. Unlike other
frequent subgraph mining algorithms, our algorithm identifies all instances of frequent sub-
trees (with no false negatives) rather than just returning the pattern for each frequent subtree
found. Additionally, our algorithm is efficiently implemented: (1) it significantly reduces
the candidate generation cost whilst avoiding traditional, expensive graph isomorphism
tests, and (2) it is designed for distributed computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the unrelenting pervasiveness of data interconnectivity, graphs continue to be
useful formalisms for modeling relationships amongst complex, structured data [25]. Dis-
covering meaningful patterns in graph datasets often can be achieved through frequent sub-
graph mining whereby we are interested in subgraphs that occur at least a certain number
of times in a larger single graph or a collection of graphs. For example, a social network of
terrorists can be identified by examining the number of communications (e.g., emails, text
messages, and phone calls) between certain individuals. As another example, the existence
of certain chemical structures necessary for the presence of a particular kind of cancer
can be identified by modeling proteins as graphs, and counting the frequency of certain
subgraphs in positive and negative protein samples [20].
Unfortunately, discovering frequently occurring subgraphs in a large graph dataset
comes with high cost due to two computationally expensive operations: (1) checking
whether a single graph contains a particular subgraph in order to determine how frequently
the subgraph occurs in the larger graph, and (2) determining whether two graphs are iso-
morphic in order to avoid generating (and hence examining) a candidate subgraph multiple
times. The first problem is an instance of the subgraph isomorphism problem, which is NP-
complete. The second problem is an instance of the graph isomorphism problem, which
is, at best, a quasi-polynomial time complexity problem [1]. The high complexity of both
problems largely stems from the existence of cycles in the graphs.
A free tree is a connected, acyclic, undirected graph. It is a specialization of a general
graph that has been widely used for applications in natural language processing, networks,
bioinformatics, and computer vision [2]. Herein we present a frequent subgraph mining
algorithm for free trees. The restriction to free trees avoids many of the undesirable theo-
retical properties and algorithm complexity incurred by general graphs while still providing
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a useful tool for a wide range of applications. The novelty and benefits of our algorithm are
as follows. Unlike most other frequent subgraph mining algorithms, our algorithm iden-
tifies all instances of frequent subtrees (with no false negatives) rather than just returning
the pattern for each frequent subtree found. Additionally, our algorithm is efficiently im-
plemented: (1) it significantly reduces the candidate generation cost whilst avoiding tradi-
tional, expensive graph isomorphism tests, and (2) it is designed for distributed computing
(e.g., Hadoop or Spark).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide the definitions
of graph terminology that will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3, we briefly
discuss background and related work on frequent subgraph mining. Our algorithm for fre-
quent free subtree mining is presented in Section 4, with benchmarked examples and anal-
ysis in Sections 5 and 6. Future work, a summary, and conclusions then follow in Section 7.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Labeled Graph: A labeled graph is presented as G= (V,E,LV ,LE), which consists of
a set of vertices V , a set of edges E, and two labeling functions LV and LE that associate
labels with vertices and edges, respectively. In G, each vertex has a unique id and a label,
and each edge has a label; labels of vertices (edges) are not necessarily distinct. Herein
we assume that the finite set of labels is built upon alphabet Σ whose elements follow an
alphabetical order. We assume that the label function LV (LE) facilitates an efficient lookup
of all vertices (edges) with a particular label; similarly, we assume that, given a vertex
(edge), we can find its label in O(1) time. We will use vi and li to refer to the vertex with
id i and label of vertex with id i, respectively. In addition, ei, j and li, j will refer to the edge
between vi and v j and its label, respectively. A graph can be directed or undirected. If it is
directed then the direction of an edge between two vertices can be considered as one of the
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properties of the label of that edge. In discussions where distinction between vertex (edge)
ids is not important, we will refer to vertices (edges) simply by their labels. We assume
that graphs do not contain multi-edges (i.e., two or more edges that are incident to the same
two vertices) or self-loops (i.e., an edge from a vertex to itself).
Tree: A tree is an undirected graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly
one path. In other words, any acyclic connected graph is a tree. A subtree with k number
of edges is denoted as a k-subtree. Tree mining problems can be broadly classified into
ordered (or unordered) and rooted (or unrooted) subtree discovery [3]. A rooted unordered
tree is a tree where a special vertex, which is often referred to as the root, is distinguished
among all vertices. A rooted ordered tree is a tree where the root is distinguished and the
order among children of each vertex is explicitly predefined.
Embedded Subtree: A tree T = (Vt ,Et ,LVt ,LEt ) is an embedded subtree of G =
(V,E,LV ,LE) if (1) Vt ⊆ V , (2) Et ⊆ E, (3) LVt (v) = LV (v) and LEt (e) = LE(e) for all
v ∈ Vt and e ∈ Et , and (4) (v1,v2) ∈ Et , v1 is an ancestor of v2 in G, which is preserved in
T [Figure 1].
Induced Subtree: A tree T = (Vt ,Et ,LVt ,LEt ) is an induced subtree of G =
(V,E,LV ,LE) if (1) Vt ⊆ V , (2) Et ⊆ E, (3) LVt (v) = LV (v) and LEt (e) = LE(e) for all
v ∈Vt and e ∈ Et , and (4) (v1,v2) ∈ Et , v1 is the parent of v2 in G, which is preserved in T
[Figure 1].
Tree Isomorphism: Two labeled trees T and T ′ are isomorphic, denoted as T ∼= T ′, if
there is a one-to-one structure-preserving bijection between T and T ′, where this bijection
preserves the vertex and edge labels. Two trees related by isomorphism differ only by the
ids of the vertices and edges. Otherwise, there is a complete structural equivalence between
two such trees.
Support and Frequent Subtree: Let IS be the set of isomorphisms of a subtree T in
graph G. Given a minimum support threshold τ, the frequent subtree mining problem is
to find all subtrees T in G such that |IS| ≥ τ. The advantage of limiting frequent subtrees
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Figure 1: Example of an induced subtree T 1 and an embedded subtree T 2 of graph G.
Each vertex is shown with its label (an uppercase alphabetic character) and its unique id (a
positive integer). An induced subtree preserves the parent-child relation between two
vertices. An embedded subtree preserves the ancestor relations but not necessarily the
parent relations for vertices in G.
to only those with disjoint edges is computational tractability [4]. But this comes at the
expense of disregarding potentially useful information. Consider the example shown in
[Figure 2]. If only edge-disjoint isomorphic subtrees are considered, the vertex labeled A
will not be included in any frequent subtrees when minimum support is ≥ 2. However, if
we allow isomorphic subtrees to share edges, then the subtrees containing vertices labeled
T , B, and A will have frequency 2 with instances, {e2,3,e3,1} and {e4,3,e3,1}.
Two widely used frequency notions are per-subtree frequency, where only the occur-
rence of a subtree pattern is important; and per-occurrence frequency, where the exact num-
ber of occurrences of a subtree pattern is important too. Per-occurrence frequency counting
is computationally more expensive than per-subtree frequency counting, but it can deliver
very important information. To eliminate the cost of computation for generating the candi-
dates an efficient algorithm is required. A graph dataset can consist of a single graph or a
collection of transaction graphs G=<G1,G2, ...,Gn >. The work presented in this paper is
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Figure 2: Example of a graph where all vertices and edges are labeled and each vertex has
a unique id as well. When minimum support is ≥ 2, a particular vertex (i.e., v1) will only
be included in a frequent subtree if we allow isomorphic subtrees to share edges (i.e.,
(e1,3)).
focused on finding all frequent unordered, unrooted, induced subtrees (i.e., free subtrees) in
a single graph, but could easily be modified to be applicable on a transaction graph setting.
3. BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we briefly discuss related work on frequent subtree mining. Numerous
frequent subgraph mining algorithms have been developed; see [5] for a comprehensive sur-
vey. The graph theory based approaches typically start by generating and examining small
candidate subgraphs (e.g., a single vertex), then expand frequently occurring subgraphs
by a single edge and/or vertex to generate larger candidates. The algorithmic approaches
primarily differ by whether the search space is explored depth-first (pattern growth) or
breadth-first (Apriori). Frequent subgraph mining algorithms are also categorized based
on whether they are intended for a single graph [36] or a transaction graph (i.e., collec-
tion of graphs) setting [23], and whether or not they produce only approximate results [8].
In all of the well-known subgraph mining algorithms, the results that are returned are the
patterns of the frequent subgraphs that satisfy the minimum occurrence threshold; many
algorithms do not return the actual number of occurrences for each frequent pattern found
and no algorithms report all instances of frequently occurring patterns. Depending upon
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the application, the latter piece of information could be important to know. For example, a
chemist might want to know which different patterns seem to occur in the same subgroup
of effective medicines or on the other hand which patterns occur in different subgroups of
effective medicines. So, they will need to know all the occurences of such patterns.
Modifying one of the existing, well-known frequent subgraph mining algorithms so
that it returns that information could have devastating repercussions on its time complexity,
as most such algorithms terminate searching once the number of occurrences of a subgraph
has met the minimum threshold; they do not continue to look for all occurrences of that
subgraph. With the advent of World Wide Web and the need for mining semi-structured
XML data, free trees have been studied intensively in various areas. A free tree is a gen-
eralization of linear sequential patterns, so it preserves plenty of structural information of
the datasets to be mined. At the same time, it avoids undesirable theoretical properties
and logarithmic complexity incurred by graph computations. As the middle ground, a free
tree provides us with a good compromise between the more expressive yet computationally
harder general graph and the faster yet less expressive path in data mining research [2].
The work herein is restricted to finding frequent free trees rather than general
graphs. Thus we specifically mention two existing frequent subtree mining algorithms: FT
discovers frequent subtrees in a tree database [15], [6], [16], [17], and FG finds frequent
subtrees in a graph database [18], [7]. FT is an Apriori-based algorithm. In each step, FT
generates candidate frequent subtrees in a breadth-first manner. That is, in level n+ 1, all
candidates of frequent (n+1)-subtrees are generated using frequent size n-subtrees found
in level n, n ≥ 1, where n is the number of edges in the subtree. FT follows a pattern-join
approach to generate candidate frequent subtrees. Two frequent n-subtrees which share
the same frequent (n−1)-subtree, which is referred to as the core, are joined to generate a
candidate (n+ 1)-subtree. The Apriori-based algorithms are not likely to achieve a good
performance because the exponential growth of potential frequent subtrees inevitably
requires a considerable memory consumption in the mining process [2]. FG is a depth-first
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mining algorithm which follows the pattern-growth strategy to generate candidate frequent
subtrees. Given a frequent n-subtree, FG first counts its frequency by traversing the graph
database. At the same time, all vertices at the lowest layer of that tree are selected as
extension points to generate candidate trees of size n+1. The advantage of the depth-first
mining algorithm FG over the Apriori-based algorithm FT is its relatively small memory
consumption. In order to enumerate candidate frequent trees of size n+ 1 in FT, all
frequent size n trees must be held in memory. The large memory consumption costs a
great number of physical page swaps between main memory and disk. However, there still
exist several disadvantages for FG. First, the candidate generation process to grow vertices
on the extension points of a frequent tree may generate redundant candidates, which incurs
repetitive computations if no pre-pruning is provided. Second, during each database scan
for frequency counting, all occurrences of a tree in the graph database must be computed
from scratch, if no further optimization techniques are provided. In general these two
algorithms are slightly more efficient than frequent subgraph mining algorithms because of
their restriction to free trees. However, they still suffer from one of the same limitations of
the graph algorithms: they do not report all instances of the frequent patterns they discover.
4. METHODOLOGY
In this section we present Frequent Free Subtree Mining algorithm using
Automorphism List (SMAL). The concepts we discuss are illustrated with examples for
further clarification.
4.1. SUBTREE REPRESENTATION
A frequent subtree with k edges is denoted as a k-subtree. The vertices in a frequent
k-subtree T are uniquely and consecutively indexed according to the order that they have
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been added to T (i.e., the index of each vertex represents its location in the subtree). The
index of the first and last added vertex in T are 1 and k+ 1, respectively. A k-subtree is
represented as a list of edges which is referred to as an automorphism list. Each edge is
represented by a pair of ids of vertices at two ends of it.
In a subtree there is no cycle meaning that each vertex can have only one parent.
However, a vertex in a subtree can have more that one child. Each edge as a pair represents
the (parent,child) relationship of its ending vertices in the subtree. In an automorphism list
of a subtree, a vertex id can appear as the right element (child) in a pair only once (i.e., a
vertex can only have one parent). However, it can appear as the left element (parent) in a
pair more than one time (i.e., a vertex can have more than one child). On that note, in order
to find the index of a vertex in a subtree we only need to find the location of the pair in the
automorphism list where that vertex id appears as the right item .
Consider the example in [Figure 3]. T 1: {B−b−T} is a 1-subtree with two vertices
and one edge, where each vertex is assigned an index. The procedure of index assignment
to a vertex of a subtree will be fully explained later in this paper. In T 1 a vertex with label
B and index 1 is connected to another vertex with label T and index 2 through an edge with
label b. For each subtree we assume that there is an imaginary root with index 0 and id
−1, and vertices with index 1 and 2 are connected to the root instead of being connected to
each other. We also assume that none of the vertices in the dataset has id of −1, otherwise
we must choose an id for the root that does not exist in the graph.
In [Figure 3] T 1 has two instances (i.e., e1,4 and e6,4) in graph G. The automorphism
list of T 1 contains two lists, one with respect to each instance of T 1. The number of pairs
in each list represents the number of vertices in the subtree. Subtree T 2 is a 2-subtree in G
with two instances (i.e., [e3,1,e1,4] and [e5,6,e6,4]). Likewise, T 2 has an automorphism list
containing two lists where each list contains pairs of edges in an instance of T 2.
The automorphism list of T 1 with two instances is [[(−1,1), (−1,4)],
[(−1,6),(−1,4)]]. As mentioned before, in the list of an instance, the location of a pair
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Figure 3: Example of a 1-subtree (T 1) and a 2-subtree (T 2) in graph G. Each subtree is
represented with an automorphism list that contains lists of instances (in terms of vertex
ids) for that subtree in graph G.
in which a vertex appears as the second (right) item is considered the index of that vertex
in that instance. For example, in the first instance, the vertex with id 1 appears as the sec-
ond item in the pair (−1,1) and (−1,1) is the first pair in the list, so the index of 1 is 1.
Similarly, the vertex with id 4 appears as the second item in the pair (−1,4) and (−1,4) is
the second pair in the list so the index of 4 is 2.
The automorphism list of T 2 with two instances is equal to
[[(−1,3),(−1,1),(1,4)], [(−1,5),(−1,6),(6,4)]]. In the first instance, vertices 3, 1,
and 4 have the index of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Similarly, in the second instance, vertices
5, 6, and 4 have the index of 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
4.2. EXTENSION LABEL
SMAL is an iterative algorithm that employs a pattern growth-based approach
whereby it starts by examining small candidate subtrees, and then iteratively generates and
tests larger candidate subtrees. While mining a graph G, in order to generate a candidate
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k-subtree T ′, a frequent (k−1)-subtree T is extended by adding a new edge, hence a new
vertex, to it. Due to the acyclicity property of trees, an edge addition between an existing
vertex and a new vertex is only allowed. Adding a connection between two already existing
vertices of a tree creates a cycle.
Assume that vi is a vertex of T that is extended by v j, which is one of its neighbors
in G. For this extension, the extension label will be represented as < li j, l j >, where li j
represents the label of the edge between vi and v j and l j is the label of v j. Each vertex can






Automorphism List:  
[[(-1,3),(-1,2)]]
To extend vertex with index 2 in subtree T with id 2 and label H: 
     Extension Label <b,M>: two neighbors with ids 1 and 4 
     Extension Label <a,M>: one neighbor with id 5 









Index: 1 Index: 2
Figure 4: Example of extension labels for a vertex in a subtree. Subtree T can be extended
by three different extension labels through v2.
4.3. AUTOMORPHISM LISTS
A vertex bijection between two isomorphic trees T and T ′ is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the elements of two vertex-sets f : VT −→V ′T , where every element of one
set is paired with exactly one element of the other set, and every element of the other set is
paired with exactly one element of the first set; there are no unpaired elements. This kind
of bijection is also known as a structure-preserving bijection.
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An automorphism of a tree T is an isomorphism of T with itself f : VT −→VT (i.e., a
mapping from the vertices of T back to vertices of T such that the resulting tree is isomor-
phic with T ). In fact, an automorphism of a tree is a form of symmetry in which the tree is
mapped onto itself while preserving the edge-to-vertex connectivity. The set of automor-
phisms of T defines a permutation group known as T ’s automorphism group. The length
of such an automorphism group specifies the number of existing vertex bijections from T
to T .
Assume that two subtrees T1 and T2 are isomorphic. Thus, there exists at least one
bijection f : VT1 −→ VT2 . If T1 is isomorphic to itself (which implies T2 is isomorphic
to itself too), there exists L number of bijections between T1 and T2, where L is equal to
the length of the automorphism group of T1 (or T2) times the number of isomorphic trees
(which in this case is 2).
In SMAL, for each subtree T there is an automorphism list that contains the vertex
bijection between the vertices of all instances of T in a graph G. If T is a subtree that is
isomorphic to itself, then all the possible bijections between the vertices of all instances are
stored within the automorphism list. As shown in [Figure 5], subtree T has two instances
(i.e., [e2,1,e2,3] and [e6,7,e6,5]) in graph G. Subtree T is isomorphic to itself and there
exist two vertex bijections between its vertices. The vertex bijections B1 and B2 show two
possible one-to-one correspondences between vertices of each of the instances of T . In
addition, the vertex bijection B3 shows two possible one-to-one correspondences between
vertices of the two instances of T . Therefore, with two instances there exist four vertex
bijections that are stored in the automorphism list of T .
4.4. SMAL ALGORITHM
The SMAL algorithm can be applied to a directed or undirected graph G =
(V,E,LV ,LE). SMAL is an iterative algorithm that consists of k iterations in order to find
all frequent subtrees of different sizes from 1 to k in G. In essence, during the procedure of
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Figure 5: Example of a subtree T that has an automorphism (i.e., T is isomorphic to
itself). T has two instances in G where each instance has two sets of automorphism.
Hence, the automorphism list of T contains 4 lists.
subtree mining, by the end of iteration i, instances of frequent subtrees of size i are found
and candidate subtrees of size i+ 1 will be built from them. Calculation of frequency of
a subtree candidate would normally involve subtree isomorphism which is eliminated by
SMAL by using an automorphism list. The idea is based on the fact that when two or more
isomorphic subtrees expand from the equivalent vertices (in terms of bijections between
isomorphic subtrees) with same-labeled vertices and same-labeled edges, the extended sub-
trees will be automatically isomorphic to each other. That is, for a frequent subtree T , all
the vertices with the same index in each instance of the automorphism list are equivalent
to each other. So, if equivalent vertices extend by similar extension labels, the extended
subtrees will be automatically isomorphic to each other. Hence, there is no need to apply
any additional tests for isomorphism.
The SMAL algorithm starts with finding the frequent edges in the graph G as frequent
subtrees of size one, where each frequent 1-subtree is represented by an automorphism list.
During each iteration, candidate subtrees are generated from frequent subtrees one size
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smaller. For instance, a candidate (i+ 1)-subtree T ′ is generated by iterating through the
automorphism list of a frequent i-subtree T . If the number of occurrences of T ′ in G (i.e.,
frequency of T ′) is greater than or equal to the user-defined frequency threshold τ, T ′ is
considered frequent and during the next iteration of SMAL it will be used to generate
candidate subtrees of larger size. Otherwise, T ′ will be discarded. For each index k in the
automorphism list of T , new candidate subtrees are formed as follows: the extension labels
for all the vertices with index k in instances of T are generated and grouped together in a
form of (extension label, values), where values are the automorphism list of new candidates
for each extension label. The way that the automorphism list for a candidate is generated
is by appending the edge pair (current vertex id (parent), added neighbor id (child)) to
the current automorphism list. As mentioned previously, since all vertices with the same
index have a similar role in T (i.e., equivalent to each other), if they extend with the same
extension label, all the extended subtrees will be automatically isomorphic to each other.
Each group of extension labels can lead to a distinct candidate subtree.
As an example, consider [Figure 6] and assume that τ = 2. T 1, T 2, and T 3 are
three frequent edges in the graph G. For each frequent 1-subtree an automorphism list is
generated as follows: each edge has two vertices, and we assign the index 1 to the vertex
with the smaller label and index 2 to the vertex with the larger label. In T 1 the vertex
with label A has index 1 and the vertex with label B has index 2. If both vertices have
the same label (i.e., the edge has an automorphism) (e.g. T 3), then we need to keep both
automorphisms of that edge; the first time the first vertex has index 1 and the second vertex
has index 2, and the second time the first vertex has index 2 and the second vertex has index
1. Then, according to the assigned indexes and vertex ids of the instances of a frequent
edge, the automorphism list for each 1-subtree is formed.
In this example, T 1 has 4 instances in G including e1,2, e1,3, e7,8, and e7,9, so it has
four edge-lists in its automorphism list. Vertices with label A have index 1 and vertices
with label B have index 2. We assume that there is an imaginary root for each subtree
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with id −1 that is the parent of the first two vertices of that subtree, and those two vertices
are connected to the root instead of being connected to each other. Hence, the edge-lists
for e1,2, e1,3, e7,8, and e7,9 are [(−1,1),(−1,2)], [(−1,1),(−1,3)], [(−1,7),(−1,8)], and
[(−1,7),(−1,9)], respectively. Finally the automorphism list of T 1 is a list that contains
the edge-list of all of its instances.
Subtree T 3 has 2 instances in G including e2,3 and e8,9. Since the label for both
vertices is the same, we keep two edge-lists per instance. So, T 3 has four edge-lists in
its automorphism list. The edge-lists for e2,3 are [(−1,2),(−1,3)] and [(−1,3),(−1,2)].
Similarly, the edge-lists for e8,9 are [(−1,8),(−1,9)] and [(−1,9),(−1,8)]. Finally the
automorphism list of T 3 is a list that contains the edge-list of all of its instances.
To generate candidate 2-subtrees from the vertex with index 2 (vertex with label C)
in T 2, we find the extension labels for the vertices v10, v12 and group them together. v12
has one extension label of 〈d,L〉 (vertex with id 14) and v10 also has one extension label
of 〈d,L〉 (vertex with id 11). The automorphism list for T 2 is [[(−1,8),(−1,10),(10,11)],
[(−1,3),(−1,12),(12,14)]] and is considered frequent. Since T 5 is built by adding a new
vertex to an existing vertex of T 2 and the last index is 2, the new added vertex has the index
of 3.
Following the above procedure will create all the automorphism groups of a subtree.
The automorphism list of T 4 has 4 edge-lists. Keeping the automorphism list helps to find
the bijections of a subtree and avoid generating duplicated candidates for the following iter-
ations; this will be explained in the following sections. However, it requires the algorithm
to walk through the edge-lists and count the distinct ones to determine whether or not a
candidate is frequent.
4.5. HOW TO AVOID FALSE NEGATIVES
A false negative occurs when a frequent subtree mining algorithm fails to generate
some candidate subtrees; this can lead to missing potential frequent subtrees. There are
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Figure 6: A running example of SMAL.
common approaches practiced by well known frequent subgraph/subtree mining algorithms
that can result in false negatives. These approaches are discussed below.
4.5.1. Removing the Infrequent Vertices/Edges. Some frequent subgraph mining
algorithms remove the infrequent vertices/edges to reduce the search space to a smaller
one in order to speed up the process of mining [11], [12]. However, doing so can lead to
failure in finding the potential frequent subgraphs (subtrees). As an example in [Figure 7],
graph G with 5 vertices and 4 edges has one frequent edge (A− s−B) and two infrequent
edges (B−b−H and H− s−A) when τ= 2. By removing the infrequent edges from G, a
frequent subtree mining algorithm will only detect and report T 1 as a frequent 1-subgraph
and stop. However, by keeping the infrequent edges in the graph, more larger subtrees (i.e.,
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Figure 7: An example to show that keeping the infrequent edges results in detecting larger
frequent subtrees that would have been missed otherwise. In this example, if infrequent
edges get removed from G, then T 2 and T 3 will not be detected as frequent subtrees.
T 2 and T 3) will be detected as frequent. In fact, these larger subtrees have anti-monotonic
support [8] of 2 in G.
Anti-monotonic support happens when the support of a pattern is larger than the sup-
port of one of its sub-patterns. In fact, the anti-monotonicity happens when the occurrences
of a subgraph (subtree) are not independent (i.e., they overlap). One common reason for
overlapping of occurrences of a subtree is due to the existence of junction vertices in the
graph. In [Figure 7], v4 is called a junction vertex. A junction vertex is a vertex with two
or more similar extension labels. In other words, same-labeled vertices (via same-labeled
edges) are connected to a junction vertex. For instance, v4 has 2 neighbors (v1 and v2) with
extension label 〈s,A〉). Existence of such a structure in a graph causes missing potential fre-
quent subtrees with anti-monotonic support if infrequent edges are removed. To avoid any
false negatives, SMAL does not prune the graph by removing infrequent vertices/edges.
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4.5.2. Removing the Examined Frequent Edges. Similar to removing infrequent
edges from a graph, removing the already examined frequent edges is another common
mistake that is carried out in some frequent subpattern algorithms [13], [14], [8]. In prac-
tice, many pattern-growth algorithms start with one frequent edge and expand it to find/test
all candidate patterns of different sizes. Then, the frequent edge that is already examined
is removed from the graph to make the search space smaller. After that, the next frequent
edge will be used for expansion. However, this intuitive approach can result in the situation
of false negatives. Consider the example in [Figure 9], There are two graphs, G1 and G2,
with slightly different structures. Note that only some of the frequent subtrees of G1 and
G2 are presented in the picture. With minimum support of 2, both G1 and G2 have the
same frequent 1-subtrees (i.e., A− s−B and K−a−C). For G1, starting with the frequent
edge K−a−C, frequent subtrees T 2, T 4, and T 5 are found. Then, we remove K−a−C
from G1 and start with the next frequent edge (i.e., A− s−B). The frequent subtrees T 1
and T 3 will be found. For G2, starting with the frequent edge K−a−C, frequent subtree
T 2 is found. Then, we remove K− a−C from G2 and start with the next frequent edge
(i.e., A− s−B). The frequent subtrees T 1 and T 3 will be found, but the frequent subtrees
T 4 and T 5 will be missed.
4.6. HOW TO AVOID DUPLICATE CANDIDATES
SMAL is designed to run on a single input graph and return all its frequent subtrees
along with their occurrences using a pattern-growth approach. Typically, the bottleneck of
a pattern-growth approach is the duplication of generated candidates. One single template
can be generated starting from different frequent edges. To reduce the cost of computation,
it requires that we not generate duplicate candidates.
4.6.1. Expansion from Left to Right. An unordered tree may appear as different
ordered trees, which are considered isomorphic to each other. For instance, in [Figure 8]
subtrees T 4 and T 5 are isomorphic to each other even though the vertices are in different
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order. To avoid duplication, it is crucial to let a subtree grow in a systematical way such
that no previously generated candidates get generated again.
As previously mentioned, a candidate k+1-subtree is generated by adding an edge to
a k-subtree. A k-subtree has k edges and k+1 vertices where all of its vertices are indexed
from 1 to k+1. SMAL uses a leg attachment technique to avoid generation of duplicated
candidates. An extension happens as follows:
1. In order to extend a frequent k-subtree T to generate a candidate k+1-subtree T ′,
a new vertex must get connected to one of the k+ 1 vertices of T . Each of the vertices
in T is assigned an index from 1 to k+ 1. Let’s assume that the last added edge of T is
a connection between vertices with indexes i and k+ 1. A new vertex can get connected
to an existing vertex with index greater than or equal to i. In simple words, a vertex with
index j cannot be extended where there is a connection between vertices indexed larger
than j in a subtree. This technique makes sure that a subtree grows from left to right and
top to bottom, and is a necessary condition for avoiding duplicate candidates. Hence, in
any generated subtrees the indexes of vertices is increasing from left to right, and indexes
of children are larger than indexes of their parents. In [Figure 8], the indexes are shown
next to the vertices of each subtree. We assume that each of these subtrees is a part of a
larger subtree. We will refer to each vertex using its index.
In T 3, i < j < j+1 < k < k+1 < k+2. The last added vertex has an index of k+2
and the last connection is between vertices with indexes j+1 and k+2. According to the
first rule of leg attachment, in the next iteration of the algorithm, T 3 can only be extended
via j+1, k+2, k, and k+1.
2. A new vertex (child) c with an extension label can be added to an existing vertex
(parent) p of a subtree if the extension label of c is greater than or equal to the extension
label of its immediate left sibling (i.e the last added child of p). Additionally, the extension
label of c, as the nth child of p, must be greater than or equal to the extension label of
the nth child of the immediate left equivalent sibling of p. If the immediate left equivalent
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sibling of p does not have an nth child, then c cannot be added to v. In T 4, j and j+1 are
equivalent to each other. Hence, the last connection, which is j+ 1 and k+ 5, is invalid
because the extension label of k+ 5, as the 3rd child of j+ 1 is not greater than or equal
to the extension label of the 3rd child of j. On the same note, the last connection in T 2
is invalid because the extension label of j+1 is not greater than or equal to the extension
label of j. Similarly, the last connection of T 6 is considered invalid because j does not
have a 3rd child, so j+1 cannot have a 3rd child. Examples of valid subtrees are depicted
in [Figure 8].
If the new vertex c does not have an immediate left sibling and its parent p does not
have an immediate left equivalent sibling, the extension is safe to be added. Finding the
immediate left equivalent sibling is trivial; as a subtree grows from left to right the vertices
that share a parent (i.e., they are siblings) have consecutive indexes.
3. As mentioned earlier, if a subtree has an automorphism, all of its automorphism
groups will be generated automatically. For single-edge subtrees, automorphism testing is
trivial and the automorphism list is generated for all 1-subtrees that have an automorphism.
After that, as subtrees expand, the automorphism lists will be generated automatically.
When there is duplication in the automorphism list of a subtree, it means that a subtree
has an automorphism. Having the list of all automorphism groups of a tree facilitates
finding the equivalent indexes of that subtree. The final condition is that if indexes i, j, k
are equivalent to each other, the graph can only be extended from the smallest index. For
example, T 1 has an automorphism, and j and j+ 1 are equivalent vertices. T 1 can only
grow from the vertex with the smallest index in a group of equivalent vertices.
The above conditions are conjunctive. This guarantees there will be no false negatives
and no duplicate candidates.
4.6.2. Keeping the Examined Frequent Edges. Consider the example in [Figure
9]. For G1, starting with the frequent edge K − a−C, frequent subtrees T 2, T 4, and
T 5 are found. Then, starting with the next frequent edge A− s−B, while keeping the
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Figure 8: Examples of validXand invalid × connections
instances of K− a−C in G1, frequent subtrees T 1, T 3, and T 5 will be found. Subtree
T 5 will be generated two times and is considered a duplicate candidate. As explained
previously, removing the examined frequent edges could lead to missing a frequent subtree.
Yet keeping them could lead to generating duplicate candidates due to the positions of
junction vertices in the input graph.
To address this problem, we do not remove any frequent edges even after that edge
is processed. However, to avoid any duplication, after generating T 2, T 4, T 5, T 1, and T 3
in G1, we only allow T 3 to expand via vertex C with label extension 〈a,K〉 (i.e., the added
edge in the subtree will be C−a−K which is a previously examined frequent edge), if the
number of distinct neighbors of v4 with extension label 〈a,K〉 is less than τ. Otherwise, the
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expansion will generate duplicate candidates. In this case, the number of distinct neighbors
of v4 with extension 〈a,K〉 is equal to 2 which is not less than τ. Hence, we do not let T 3
extend via its vertices with index 3 and label extension 〈a,K〉.
For G2, starting with the frequent edge K− a−C, a frequent subtree T 2 is found.
Then, starting with next frequent edge A− s−B (while keeping the instances of K−a−C
in G2), the frequent subtrees T 1 and T 3 will be found. We only allow T 3 to expand
via vertex K with label extension 〈a,K〉 (i.e., the added edge in the subtree will be
K − a−C, which is a previously examined frequent edge), if the number of distinct
neighbors of v5 with extension label 〈a,C〉 is less than τ. In this case, the number
of distinct neighbors of v5 with extension 〈a,C〉 is equal to 1 which is less than τ.
Hence, we let T 3 extend via its vertices with index 3 and label extension 〈a,C〉, which
generates the next frequent subtree T 4. Similarly, T 4 is extended through its vertices
with index 4 and label C by label extension 〈a,K〉, because there are fewer distinct
neighbor ids than τ. Hence T 5 is also generated and reported as a 4-frequent subtree.
5. DISTRIBUTED COMPUTATION IN SPARK
In this section we present the distributed implementation of SMAL using the GraphX
framework. GraphX is Apache Spark’s API for graphs and graph-parallel computation [9].
Spark processes data in-memory and uses "lazy evaluation" to form a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) of consecutive computation stages. In this way, the execution plan can
be optimized, e.g. to minimize shuffling data around. At a high level, every Spark
application consists of a driver program that runs the user’s main function and executes
various parallel operations on a cluster. The main abstraction Spark provides is a Resilient
Distributed Dataset (RDD), which is a collection of elements partitioned across the nodes
of the cluster that can be operated on in parallel and can automatically recover from node
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Figure 9: An example to show that keeping the instances of frequent edges even after they
are processed results in detecting larger frequent subtrees, which would have been missed
otherwise.
failures. RDDs are created by starting with a file in the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [10]. [Figure 10] shows the workflow of the prototype implementation of SMAL
in GraphX. At the beginning, data are stored in a HDFS database, and are read in to create
EdgeRDD and VertexRDD to finally generate GraphRDD, which is our search space.
Frequent edges will be generated using the groupBy method and each frequent 1-subtree
will be assigned a global id which is shared between instances of each subtree using the
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zipWithIndex method. Assigned global ids are distinct for each group of subtrees. Next,
we apply the map method on each subtree to generate candidate subtrees of one size larger
using the SMAL algorithm. Here candidates are in the form of pairRDDs with a triple
key of (global id, index, extension label), where global id is the global id of the parent
subtree, index is the index of vertices in the subtree that has been extended, and extension
label is the extension label of an added vertex. A reduceByKey method is executed on
candidates to group them together. The reduceByKey method first groups the candidates
of each partition and then groups the partitions to ensure minimum shuffling in the data.
Then a filter method is executed to discard infrequent subtrees considering the value of τ.
Again, a global id will be assigned to each group of frequent subtrees and they are ready to
be used in the next iteration. After each iteration, the frequent subtrees are written to HDFS.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we discuss our experimental evaluation of SMAL and its distributed
version. All experiments were conducted on a Linux (Ubuntu 14.4) machine with 4 cores
running at 3.40GHz with 32GB RAM. The experiments were performed on two real graph
datasets: CiteSeer and Citation. CiteSeer is a graph that represents publications and cita-
tions where vertices are labeled with the computer science area of the publication and edges
are labeled with the measure of similarity between corresponding pairs of publications. Ci-
tation is a graph that models publications and citations where vertices are labeled with the
document id and edges are labeled with the citation relation. The main characteristics of
these graphs are summarized in [Table 1].
The minimum support threshold τ is the key evaluation metric as it determines when
a subtree is frequent. Decreasing τ results in an exponential increase in the number of
possible candidates.
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Figure 10: Workflow of Spark Implementation of SMAL
Table 1: Datasets and their characteristics
Dataset #Vertices Distinct vertex labels #Edges Density
CiteSeer 3312 6 4732 Medium
Citation 29014 742 81353 Sparse
[Figure 11] and [Figure 12] show the results of running SMAL and the Spark version
of it (S-SMAL) on CiteSeer and Citation, respectively. In both the figures the red line
represents the performance of SMAL and the green line represents the performance of S-
SMAL, where the shared x-axis is the minimum support and the left y-axis is the elapsed
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Figure 11: Results for Citeseer Graph
time in number of seconds. The blue bar represents the number of found frequent subtree
patterns, where the right y-axis is the number of patterns. The performance of the algorithm
degrades with decreasing minimum support because of generation of a large number of
candidate subtrees. In both figures S-SMAL outperforms SMAL due to the distributed
processing.
6.1. RUNTIMES DON’T SAY EVERYTHING
In recent years several frequent subtree mining algorithms were proposed. The au-
thors of these new algorithms typically compared the runtimes of their implementations
with those of previous implementations to confirm the efficiency of their methods. The
runtime experiments however do not show whether the differences are due to a ‘bet-
ter’candidate generation algorithm or a ‘better’candidate evaluation algorithm, as claimed
by several authors, or due to the number of frequent subtrees resulting from the runs of all
these algorithms [25].
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Figure 12: Results for Citation Graph
In an iterative algorithm candidate subtrees of size (k+1) are generated from size-k
frequent subtrees. Hence in each iteration, if there are some false negatives (frequent sub-
trees that are not discovered), this can trigger more false negatives during next iterations
that cumulatively can increase. Therefore, the false negatives can lead to missing valuable
information. Additionally, comparing only the run-time of the algorithms without com-
paring the number of resulting frequent subtrees is unfair and insufficient to evaluate the
performance of algorithms.
In this section we compare SMAL and HybridTreeMiner [24] in terms of the number
of resulting frequent patterns using different values of minimum support. HybridTreeMiner
is a well known frequent subtree mining algorithm that is designed based on breadth-first
traversal and operates only on transaction datasets. When a frequent subtree mining al-
gorithm such as SMAL is designed to operate on a single-graph setting, it can easily be
changed to be applicable in a transactional setting. However, it is not true the other way
around. One of the differences between these two settings is in regard to support count-
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Figure 13: Comparing the number of frequent subtrees
ing for a candidate subtree. In a transactional setting the support of a subtree is defined
by the number of graph transactions in which that subtree occurs, one count per transac-
tion regardless of whether the subtree occurs once or more than once in a particular graph
transaction. Whereas, in a single-graph setting the support of a subtree is defined by the
number of occurrences of that subtree in the graph. On that note, we changed the support
counting procedure of SMAL to be applicable on transactional settings. On that note, for
the experiments we used a chemical compound dataset [22] which is a transaction dataset.
The result is presented in [Figure 13] that compares the number of resulting frequent sub-
trees by both algorithms using different minimum support. In this dataset, there are 1000
transaction graphs where each graph has 50 vertices. As seen, SMAL can find and return
more frequent subtrees, especially with higher value of minimum support. Depending on
the interconnections of vertices in a graph and the value of minimum support, the false neg-
atives may or may not happen while using an algorithm such as HyperTreeMiner. However,
preventive procedures in SMAL avoid false negatives.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Herein we have presented SMAL, a frequent subtree mining algorithm which, unlike
other algorithms, identifies, not simply the patterns, but all instances of the frequent
subtrees found. This algorithm is efficiently implemented; it significantly avoids expensive
isomorphism tests, and is designed for distributed computing. Experimental results on
two real-world datasets show that a distributed implementation of SMAL outperforms
its sequential implementation. Future work may be to implement SMAL using paral-
lelization, rather than distributed computing, to see if even better efficiency can be achieved.
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Error tolerance and attack vulnerability of scale-free networks are usually used to
evaluate the robustness of these networks. While new forms of attacks are developed ev-
eryday to compromise infrastructures, service providers are expected to develop strategies
to mitigate the risk of extreme failures. Recently, much work has been devoted to design
networks with optimal robustness, whereas little attention has been paid to improve the
robustness of existing ones.
Herein we present RENEA, a method to improve the robustness of a scale-free
network by adding a limited number of edges to it. While adding an edge to a network
is an expensive task, our system, during each iteration, allows the user to select the
best option based on the cost, amongst all proposed ones. The edge-addition inter-
actions are performed through a visual user interface while the algorithm is running.
RENEA is designed based on the evolution of the network’s largest component dur-
ing a sequence of targeted attacks. Through experiments on synthetic and real-life
data sets, we conclude that applying RENEA on a scale-free network while inter-
acting with the user, can drastically enforce its attack survivability at the lowest cost.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important features of large networks is their degree distribuion, P(k),
or the probability that an arbitrary node be connected to exactly k other nodes. Many real-
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life networks display a power-law degree distribution with heavy-tailed statistics, which
are called scale-free networks.
In a scale-free network the probability that a node has k links follows P(k) ∼ k(−λ),
where λ is called the degree exponent and its value is typically in the range between 2< λ<
3 [1]. Scale-free networks are created by preferential attachment [2], which means newly
introduced nodes prefer to connect to existing high-degree nodes. Starting with a small
number of nodes, when a new node is added to the network, considering the preferential
linking, it will connect to other nodes with the probability proportional to their degree.
Coupled with the expanding nature of many networks this explains the occurrence of hubs,
that hold a much higher number of links than most of the nodes in the network. Scale-free
topology is widely observed in many communication and transportation systems, such as
the Internet, World Wide Web, airline networks, wireless sensor networks, power supply
networks and etc.; all of which are essential to the modern society.
One of the most important properties in scale-free networks is the fact that while these
networks are strongly tolerant against random failures, they are fragile under intentional at-
tacks on the hubs. Intuition tells us that disabling a substantial number of nodes/edges will
result in an inevitable functional disintegration of a network by breaking the network into
tiny, non-communicating islands of nodes. However, scale-free networks can be amaz-
ingly resilient against accidental failures; even if 80% of randomly selected nodes fail, the
remaining 20% still form a compact cluster with a path connecting any two nodes [3].
In fact, the fragileness of the scale-free networks under the intentional attack comes
from their heavy-tailed property, causing loss of a large number of links when a hub node
is crashed. Hence, the heavy loss of network links quickly makes the network sparsely
connected and subsequently fragmented. However, random failures affect mainly the nu-
merous small degree nodes, the absence of which doesn’t disrupt the network’s integrity.
Considering error tolerance and attack vulnerability, which are two common and impor-
tant properties of scale-free networks, extensive research efforts have been made to study
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the robustness of such networks which is defined as the ability of the surviving nodes to
remain, as much as possible, interconnected.
On that account it is important to understand how to design networks which are opti-
mally robust against malicious attacks, with examples of terrorist attacks on physical net-
works or attacks by hackers on computer networks. However, it is not possible to abandon
the existing networks, which are the result of years of evolution, and rebuild them from the
beginning.
Hence, it is significantly important to study the optimizing guidelines to enhance the
robustness of existing networks in an interactive environment to incorporate the user’s input
in order to acquire the optimal result at a lower cost.
In this paper, we study the problem of how to improve the robustness of an existing
scale-free network and show that its attack survivability can be enforced greatly by adding
a limited number of edges to it at the lowest cost. This process is carried on via visualizing
the process and interaction with the user, whilst having no impact on the error tolerance
through keeping the degree distribution of the network as much as possible intact.
The organization of this paper is as follows; Section II provides an overview of related
work about robustness enhancement in scale-free networks. In the section III we discuss
RENEA and its graphical user interface. Section IV focuses on experiments and results. An
example of running RENEA is presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section VI.
2. RELATEDWORK
The main approaches to improve robustness of scale-free networks, through topology
reconfiguration, can be generally classified into two main categories. The first category
involves rewiring edges of the network and the second category suggests addition of edges
to the network.
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Both approaches are carried out in order to obtain a network structure with better
robustness. Herein we summarize existing work review regarding these two approaches.
2.1. RECONFIGURATIONWITH EDGE REWIRING
Four different schemes are proposed to increase the robustness of a network repre-
sented as a graph via edge rewiring [4]. In these methods edges are selected randomly
or based on specific criteria to get removed from the graph or to be added to the graph.
According to results, preferential edge selection outperforms random edge selection. How-
ever, this reconfiguration will change the degree distribution of the graph as well as its
diameter; which is not desirable for the network.
Another edge rewiring method is proposed in [5] to enhance the robustness of the
scale-free network without changing any nodal degree. This method repetitively applies
the rewiring operation in the original network by dividing nodes with degrees strictly lower
than T into two non-overlapping parts, with degrees less than and greater than T1, respec-
tively. The degree of a certain node i is denoted as ki. Two edges A−B and C−D with this
condition kA > T > kB > T1max(kC,kD), are selected. If A−C and B−D do not already
exist in the network, the rewiring operation replaces A−B and C−D with A−C and B−D
as long as such reconfiguration does not generate a loop. This rewiring operation obviously
does not change any nodal degree since it converts a random network into another one with
the same degree distribution. However, for real networks with economic constraints, the
nodal degree conservation is not enough due to the cost.
In fact, the total length of links cannot be exceedingly large and the number of
changes in the network should remain small. To deal with this concern, the authors
in [6], [7] use another edge swapping method while having a fewer number of swapped
edges during the reconfiguration process. This method is similar to the method used in [5]
except that edges A−B and C−D are selected without fulfilling the aforementioned con-
ditions. In order to minimize the cost, any swap is accepted, only if the increase of the
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robustness is greater than or equal to a threshold. This procedure is repeated with another
randomly chosen pair of edges until no further substantial improvement is achieved. This
method results in a network with an onion-like structure [6], [7]. Even though swapping
the edges can increase the network robustness to some extent, there are some spatially lim-
ited real-life networks where edges are hard to re-configure, e.g. power grid networks and
the Internet router network. On the other hand, however, there exist the spatial unlimited
networks such as airline networks and the Internet switcher network.
For spatially unlimited networks whose edges can be easily re-linked, in the Switch
Link (SL) method [9], the top Pc fraction of the large-degree nodes are defined as hubs.
For each hub, the SL finds two non-hub nodes connecting it. Keeps the edge connecting
to first non-hub node and switches the edge connecting the second non-hub node to the
first non-hub node. This process will be repeated until all the links connected to the hub
nodes are addressed. For the spatially limited networks, the SL method is not economic and
feasible since nodes are usually far from each other. In this case, split hub (SH) method is
proposed [9]. This method also starts with defining the top Pc fraction of nodes as hubs and
replaces them by a 3-clique which is a complete graph in which every two distinct nodes
are adjacent. Then it connects the non-hub nodes, that were connected to the original hub
node, to the nodes of the clique randomly.
Edge reconfiguration can change community structure of a network [10]. The com-
munity structure refers to the functional modules in the network that play an important role
in regards to cascading failures. A Network with a strong community structure has a few
number of edges between its communities. Hence, its structure is more fragile in terms
of attacks on those edges in comparison with networks with a weak community structure.
A method [10] is proposed to improve the robustness of a network while preserving its
community structure. In this 3-step method, the importance of nodes is calculated based
on their degree. Step 1 reconfigures each community to have an onion-like structure as
explained in [6] and [7]. Step 2 swaps edges in such a way that nodes with high importance
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only connect to the nodes within the same community. Step 3 swaps edges to increase
the number of edges between communities. These 3 steps are recursively applied on the
network until its robustness is hard to increase.
2.2. RECONFIGURATIONWITH EDGE ADDITION
The number of possibible ways of adding an edge to a graph with N nodes and L
edges is equal to
(N
2
)−L. For large real-life (sparse) networks, it is almost infeasible to
compare all these possibilities and find the optimal edges to add. Some techniques have
been introduced in literature to add edges to an existing graph based on different criteria.
Three different enforcing strategies are practiced in [11]. The first method randomly selects
a pair of nodes in the network and establishes a new edge between them. The second
method selects a pair of nodes with the lowest degree in the network and establishes a new
edge between them. Finally, the last method selects a pair of nodes with the highest degree
in the network and establishes a new edge between them. According to experiments, the
method that prefers low-degree nodes as candidates for adding edges, can reinforces the
attack survivability of the network with a lower cost in comparison with the other methods.
It has been suggested [12] that assortative networks (i.e., high-degree nodes in the
network are more likely linked with other high-degree nodes), are more robust than their
disassortative counterparts (i.e., high-degree nodes in the network are more likely linked
with low-degree nodes). Thereupon, a method is proposed [12] to enhance robustness of
a network by increasing its assortativity. In this method, a layer index is assigned to each
node based on the degree of that node. Accordingly, the layer index for nodes with the
lowest degree is 0, for nodes with the second lowest degree is 1, and so on. Then, the
probability of adding an edge between a random pair of nodes depends on their layer index
difference. Hence, nodes within the same layer are connected with greater probabilities
than nodes in different layers; which leads to higher assortativity in the network. The way
that nodes are arranged in a graph is considered as a key factor in overall robustness and
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efficiency of that graph. The star structure is efficient (the average shortest path length
is small), yet fragile in case of removal of the central node. On the contrary, the circle
structure is robust with regard to removal of any single node, yet inefficient (the average
shortest path length is large). The Node-protecting Cycle methode [13] is proposed to com-
bine the properties of both circle and star structures to improve robustness and efficiency
of a network.
All of the aforementioned edge rewiring and edge addition algorithms are proposed to
improve the robustness of an existing network. However, these works consider one aspect
in a network and neglect the other. When it comes to a scale-free network, it is important
to take every structural aspect of the network into consideration. In addition, feasibility of
a proposed re-configuration of a network must be given thought to. Having a method to
improve the robustness of a scale-free network against malicious attacks while keeping its
resilience in case of random failures without disturbing its small-world property at a very
low cost is still an unsolved problem.
2.3. NETWORK VISUALIZATION
A number of software tools have been developed to model, analyze, and visualize
data that can be represented as a graph or a network. Typically, these tools allow the
user to annotate nodes and edges with metadata, and provide utilities such as random
graph generation, calculation of analytical measures (e.g., centrality, network distances,
PageRank, etc.), and filtering (i.e., viewing only a portion of the graph based on some
criteria). Several of these viewers were designed for a particular problem domain, such
as finding motifs in gene regulatory networks (e.g., GeneNetWeaver [14]). KDnuggets
provides a list of what it considers to be the top 30 network visualization tools that can
be used for a wide variety of network applications (e.g., in domains such as biology,
finance, and sociology). It is notable that many of these tools are open-source and can
be customized to provide additional functionality. The software presented herein differs
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from other available network visualization tools in the analysis that it facilitates. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no other visual network analysis tools available for the
purpose of reinforcing robustness of a scale-free network in an interactive environment.
3. ROBUSTNESS ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
The problem setting we consider in this work is to modify a given graph’s structure
under a given budget to improve its robustness. The budget which is often in terms of
maximum number of edges that can be added to the network. The measure of robustness
employed in our algorithm and the edge-addition strategy along with its graphical user
interface are specified in the following sections.
3.1. ROBUSTNESS METRIC
The definition of network robustness might change according to a specific applica-
tion. In this work, the removal of a node from a network is called a "node-knockout" or
a "node-attack", and the robustness of a network is measured by the size of the Largest
Connected Component (LCC) in the network after a node-attack [7]. To quantify it, we
proceed with a series of node-attacks and subsequently measure the robustness after each








where N is the number of nodes in the network and S(q) is the fraction of nodes in the LCC
after removing qN nodes. The normalization factor 1/N, makes robustness of networks
with different sizes comparable. The minimum of R is equal to 1/N, where the network is
a star graph and the maximum of R is equal to 0.5, where the network is a complete graph.
A robust network is generally corresponding to a large R value. This distinctive measure
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is not only simple, but also practical, due to the calculation of the size of the largest com-
ponent during all possible system-wide failures or intentional attacks [10]. In our targeted
attack scenario, we implicitly admit that the attacker perfectly knows the network's degree
sequence and thus can cause maximum damage. Since an intentional attack is targeted to
disrupt the network by removing the most important nodes; here, we find the most con-
nected node, remove it along with all the edges emanating from it, calculate S(q), update
the degree sequence for the remaining nodes, and find the new most connected node to
repeat the process until the network completely collapses. In case of two or more nodes
having the same degree, we simply pick one of them randomly.
3.2. RENEA
Here we present an algorithm called RENEA to improve the robustness of a scale-
free network by adding a limited number of edges to it, such that the optimized network,
compared to the initial one, has significantly higher value of robustness. We assume that
the ’defender’ knows about the intention of the ’attacker’ to cause maximum damage to the
network and thus acts upon through our Algorithm.
For scale-free graphs there is always a giant component which is a connected compo-
nent of the graph that contains a constant fraction of the entire graph's nodes. Resultantly,
one can randomly remove more than 80% of the nodes in the graph without destroying
the giant component. Hence, the network will still possess a large-scale connectivity [8].
On the other hand, an attack that simultaneously eliminates as few as 10–20% of hubs can
cause the giant component to disappear suddenly and therefore break the network into sev-
eral isolated components. The main idea in our method is to increase the robustness of a
network by adding a limited number of edges to it, and therefore to elongate the lifetime of
the giant component of the graph upon removing high-degree nodes.
Depends upon the nature of a network, adding an edge can be very costly and some
networks can only afford a few of them. Moreover, in order to keep other structural prop-
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erties of such networks, essentially their degree distribution as much intact as possible, it
requires addition of a limited number of edges to the network. Given that, a threshold pa-
rameter is needed for the algorithm to confine the maximum number of edges that can be
added to the network. Furthermore, our iterative algorithm provides the user with a number
of edge-additional candidates during each iteration and let them choose the one that cause
the minimum cost in order to be added the network.
The Inputs to our iterative algorithm RENEA are an undirected, unweighted scale-
free network represented as a graph G(V,E) with |V | = N nodes and |E| = L edges, the
budget δ (maximum number of edges that can be added to G), and the initial percentage θ
for removing hubs in the attack simulation process. The Output from RENEA is a more
robust version of graph G(V,E ′) with the same number of nodes yet more number of edges
(L≤ |E ′| ≤ L+δ). The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
0) m = 0 // m is the number of edges added to G
1) Simulate a targeted attack and remove θ percent of hubs from G.
2) listComps = Sorted list of disconnected components based on their size, decreasingly.
3) comp1 = The largest component in listComps.
4) comp2 = The second largest component in listComps.
5) Find a node x ∈ comp1
6) Find a node y ∈ comp2
7) E ′ = {x–y} ∪ E. // add x–y to G
8) comp = comp1+ comp2
9) Remove comp1 and comp2 from listComps.
10) Add comp to the beginning of listComps.
11) m = m+1
12) Repeat steps 3-11 until |listComps|== 1 or m == δ.
13) If m < δ then θ= θ+ τ and goto step 1.
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RENEA starts off with simulating an attack on graph G (line 1). There are two
common types of attacks that can be carried out on a network known as serial-attack and
sudden-attack. In both of these attacks an initial θ percent of highest-degree nodes are to
be removed.
In the sudden-attack, θ percent of highest-degree hubs are appointed and removed
at once, whereas in the serial-attack, which is known to be more damaging, hub removal
happens a bit differently. In the serial-attack, first the highest-degree hub is removed, then
the degree of remaining nodes are recalculated and among them again the highest-degree
hub is removed until θ percent of hubs are discarded. In the graphical user interface, a user
can choose either of these options to simulate an attack on the network.
Once G is fragmented, all disconnected components are found, where the number
of nodes in each component determines the size of that component. In order to add the
least number of edges yet gain the highest improvement in robustness, the single-node
components will be ignored. listComps contains a list of components sorted based on their
size in a descending order (line 2). The first and second members of listComps, the largest
and second largest components, are called comp1 and comp2, respectively (lines 3-4). Add
an edge between node x in comp1 and node y in comp2. There exist a list of candidates
whose size is equal to |comp1|× |comp2|.
Our user interface allows the user to pick one that can impose the least cost to the
network (lines 5-7). Afterwards, comp1 and comp2 are combined into comp and both are
removed from listComps, while comp is added to the beginning of listComps (to keep it
sorted) (lines 8-10). Variable m that is used to track the number of edges added to G is
updated (line 11). At this point one edge is already added to G (E ′ = E ∪{x–y}) and m=1.
RENEA, as an iterative algorithm, repeats steps 3-11 until listComps contains only
one component (at the end of each iteration, size of listComps decreases by one) or the
desired number of edges are added to G (|E ′| = L+ δ) (line 12). Ultimately, if the size of
listCompos reaches to one yet still m < δ, the value of θ can increase by τ and go to step 1.
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τ is a small number that can determined by the user. For our experiments, heuristically, we
set the value of θ to 20 and τ to 5.
3.3. EDGE REMOVAL
Even though applying RENEA on a graph improves its robustness remarkably, adding
more edges to a network comes with an extra cost. Hence, depends on the nature of the
network, some users may or may not decide to mitigate the total cost by getting rid of some
edges from the graph yet still have a considerable overall enhancement in the robustness of
the network. Upon request of the user, our algorithm nominates some edges to get removed
from the graph based on the betweeness centrality value of them. The edge betweeness cen-
trality is defined as the number of the shortest paths that pass through an edge of a network.
An edge with a high edge betweeness centrality score represents a bridge-like connector
between two parts of a network and the removal of which may affect the communication
between many pairs of nodes through the shortest path between them. To implement the
edge-removal part, first off each edge is associated with an edge centrality value. Then,
these values are sorted in an increasing order.
The user can request the maximum number of edges that is willing to remove from
the network. Removing edges with high betweeness, that occupy critical roles in the net-
work, can force many pairs of nodes to re-route on a longer way in order to communicate
with each other. It can also degrades the overall efficiency of the network in terms of com-
munication. Hence, the algorithm starts removing edges with the lowest betweeness value,
as long as that edge-removal does not make the network disconnected, until desired number
of edges are removed.
3.4. THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
RENEA is implemented using the Python programming language using the powerful
networkx library to perform graph operations. The user interface uses elements of the
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Figure 1: RENEA GUI
networx_viewer to easily enable an interactive view of the graph that allows scrolling,
zooming, and moving nodes. The Graph Viewer element is included in a Tkinter based UI;
Tkinter is the standard UI library in Python and is included in a variety of distributions of
the language. This helps to ensure that the application is as cross platform as possible.
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of RENEA [Figure 1] consists of the following
controls: (i) a file chooser to allow the user to select a file that contains a list of nodes and
edges of the graph, (ii) a text input field to specify the initial value of θ, (iii) a text input
field to specify the maximum number of edges to be added to the graph, (vi) a drop-down
menu to select the desired type of attack on the graph, (vi) a control button to start process
of adding edges to the graph, (v) a text input field to specify the maximum number of edges
to get removed from the graph, and (vi) a control button to start the process of removing
edges from the graph.
As shown in [Figure 2], the usAir data set is uploaded, and all of its specifications
are presented in the GUI; such as the number of nodes, edges, and initial robustness. The
important nodes in terms of their degree (hubs) are presented using bigger circles. In this
GUI user can drag and relocate each edge and node and zoom in/out on the graph for a
closer look.
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Figure 2: RENEA GUI after uploading the US Air graph, all the specifications of this
graph are presented in the GUI.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally examine the performance of RENEA, and for per-
formance evaluation comparison, we have also implemented three other edge-addition al-
gorithms. One to add edges between randomly selected pairs of nodes, one to add edges
between nodes with high degrees only, and finally one to add edges between low-degree
nodes. For the experiment, we used a real-life American Airlines connection dataset which
is an unweighted, undirected, and connected scale-free graph. It also contains no multi-
edges (two or more edges that are incident to the same two nodes) or self-loops (an edge
from a node to itself).
4.1. RESULTS
We tested RENEA and three other algorithms on American Airline network. We ran
each algorithm 10 times and took the average of improvement acquired by each. For each
experiment, we added 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 edges to the original graph using different
algorithms and computed the obained robustness. As shown in [Table 1], RENEA out-
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Table 1: The performance of RENEA vs. three other algorithms Algo1, Algo2, and Algo3.
Algo1 adds edges randomly, Algo2 adds edges among low-degree nodes, and Algo3 adds
edges among high-degree nodes. The data set is American Airline dataset with 332 nodes,
2126 edges and initial robustness of 0.1079. We added 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 edges to
the original graph and the averages of total robustness improvement acquired after running
each algorithm are presented.
R:0.1079 20 e 30 e 40 e 50 e 60 e
RENEA 26.17% 38.16% 49.94% 55.25% 66.09%
Algo1 11.08% 18.19% 23.20% 30.44% 34.07%
Algo2 11.55% 13.17% 15.42% 21.80% 24.60%
Algo3 10.26% 12.14% 19.09% 21.51% 21.72%
performs the other algorithms by far and accomplishes two times more improvements in
comparison with the other ones. Results show that by adding less than 3% of edges to
the graph, its robustness improves up to 70%, whereas the random edge addition can only
improve the robustness up to 35%.
[Figure 3] is also representing how the size of biggest component in the American
Airline network is changing while removing q hubs from the original network. The size
of largest component after applying RENEA, causes the graph to hold its integrity for a
longer time as opposed to using other methods.
[Figure 4] compares the degree distribution of the US Air network before and
after adding 50 edges via applying RENEA. Because of adding a limited number of
edges to the graph, the shape of its degree distribution remains almost the same. The
reason that a scale-free network is robust in terms of random failure is because of
having a power-low degree distribution and adding a limited number of edges to the
graph does not cause a severe changes in it. We agenda is to keep all the unique
properties of the graph the same while enhancing its robustness against targeted attacks.
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Figure 3: x-axis represents the number of removed nodes and y-axis represents the size of
LLC in the American Airline network before and after reconfiguration. Line in red shows
the performance of RENEA.
5. A RUNNING EXAMPLE IN RENEA
To demonstrate the concepts behind RENEA, here we walk through a simple exam-
ple. We start by uploading a graph to the GUI with 20 nodes, 21 edges, and the initial
robustness of 0.1052. Once the graph is uploaded, all of its specifications are presented on
the GUI [Figure 5]. For this particular graph, we set ’Threshold’ = 20%, ’Maximum Edges
to Add’ = 3, and ’Attack Method’ = Serial. Once the user hits the ’Enhance Robustness’
button, the algorithm runs and suggests a list of edge IDs to be added. User can accept or
discard the proposed edges [Figure 6]. Once the user accepts these edges they will be added
to graph (they are represeted with thicker lines in blue) [Figure 7]. If the user chooses to
delete 3 edges, once they hit the ’Remove Edges’ button, the algorithm calculates the be-
tweeness of the edges and nominates maximum three edges with the lowest betweeness
whose removal does not disconnect the graph. These edges are colored in red with thicker
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Figure 4: x-axis represents degrees of nodes and y-axis represents how many nodes share
the same degree. After adding 50 edges to US Air network, its degree distribution remains
almost the same.
Figure 5: A graph with 20 nodes and 21 edges is uploaded.
lines [Figure 8]. The GUI also shows the amount of decrease in robustness due to edge
removal. Once the user accepts the changes those edges get removed and final robustness
along with the final graph is shown [Figure 9].
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Figure 6: A list of suggested edges to add in order to enhance its robustness.
Figure 7: Graph after adding 3 edges.
6. CONCLUSION
Real-life complex networks are known to be resilient in terms of random failures yet
fragile in the terms of targeted attacks. To enhance their total robustness, one strategy is
to add more edges to the network and the other is to rewire some qualified edges in the
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Figure 8: 3 edges are nominated to get removed.
Figure 9: After adding 3 edges and removing 3 edges, the overall robustness improvement
is 25%.
network. Based on the type of the network either of these methods could be used. Mostly
these strategies accept a change only if it improves the robustness of the network by a
threshold. Hence, it requires for them to compute the robustness of the graph before and
after applying a change which could be very time-consuming depends on the size of the
graph. So, they are not considered being efficient in terms of time. Additionally, none of
these solutions take the nature of the network into consideration. Thus, their proposed
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solution is not always a practical one. In this work, we presented RENEA, an iterative
algorithm that is designed to enhance the overall robustness of a scale-free network against
malicious attacks by adding a limited number of edges to it. Adding new connections to
the nodes arbitrarily and without any constraint can change the nodal degree of the graph
and disturbs other structural properties of it. We also presented a user interface for RENEA
that interacts with the user. In addition to the excellent performance of the RENEA, the
fact that RENEA does not compute the robustness during each iteration, makes it work
very fast to be able to communicate with the user. During each iteration, RENEA suggests
the best edges that adding them can increase the robustness of a graph the most, and the
user, considering the cost, can accept or reject them. Finally, if the user also wants to
remove some edges from the graph to mitigate the overall cost, RENEA nominates the ones
with low betweeness centrality value whose removal does not make the graph disconnected.
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IV. INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION OF ROBUSTNESS ENHANCEMENT IN
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Error tolerance and attack vulnerability are two common and important properties of
scale-free networks, which are usually used to evaluate the robustness of these networks.
While new forms of attacks are developed everyday to compromise infrastructures, service
providers are also expected to develop strategies to mitigate the risk of extreme failures.
On that note, cascading failures are crucial issues in the study of survivability of infrastruc-
tures and have attracted a lot of research interest. Recently, much work has been devoted
to the design of networks with optimal robustness. However, little attention has been paid
to improving the robustness of existing networks. Herein we present a method to improve
the robustness of a scale-free network by adding a limited number of edges to it. We then
assign adjustable weights to each individual edge of the network. This approach is based
on the evolution of the largest connected component of the network after a targeted attack
on the high-degree vertices. Another novel aspect of our work is that the edge-addition in-
teractions are performed through a visual interface while the algorithm is running. Through
extensive experiments, using both synthetic and real-world networks, we conclude that ap-
plying our method on a scale-free network, can drastically enforce the attack survivability
of a network.
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the important features of large networks is their degree distribution, P(k),
or the probability that an arbitrary vertex is connected to k other vertices. Many real-life
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networks display a power-law degree distribution with heavy-tailed statistics, which are
called scale-free networks. In a scale-free network the probability that a vertex has k links
(edges) follows P(k) ∼ k(−λ), where λ is the degree exponent and its value is typically in
the range between 2 < λ< 3 [2].
Scale-free networks are created by preferential attachment [8], which means when
a new vertex is added to the network, it will connect to other vertices with a probability
proportional to their degree. Because of the preferential attachment, a large majority of
vertices have low degree, but a small number, known as “hubs”, have high degree. Scale-
free topology is widely observed in many communication and transportation systems, such
as the Internet, World Wide Web, airline networks, wireless sensor networks, power supply
networks, etc., all of which are essential to modern society.
One of the most important properties in scale-free networks is that while these net-
works are strongly tolerant against random failures, they are fragile under intentional at-
tacks on the hubs. Intuition tells us that disabling a substantial number of vertices and
edges will result in an inevitable functional disintegration of the network by breaking it
into small, non-communicating islands of vertices. However, scale-free networks can be
amazingly resilient against accidental failures; even if 80% of randomly selected vertices
fail, the remaining 20% still form a compact cluster with a path connecting any pair of
vertices [9]. In fact, the fragileness of scale-free networks under the intentional attack
emanates from their heavy-tailed property, causing loss of a large number of links when
a hub is disabled. Hence, the heavy loss of network links quickly makes the network
sparsely connected and subsequently fragmented. However, random failures mainly affect
the small-degree vertices, the absence of which doesn’t disrupt the network integrity.
Considering error tolerance and attack vulnerability, which are two common and im-
portant properties of scale-free networks, extensive research efforts have been made to
study the robustness of such networks; this is defined as the ability of the surviving vertices
to remain, as much as possible, interconnected. Hence, it is important to understand how to
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design networks that are optimally robust against malicious attacks, with examples of ter-
rorist attacks on physical networks or attacks by hackers on computer networks. However,
it is not possible to abandon the existing networks, which are the result of years of evolu-
tion, and rebuild them from the beginning. Therefore, it is significantly essential to study
the optimizing guidelines to enhance the robustness of existing networks in an interactive
environment to incorporate the user’s input in order to acquire the optimal result at a lower
cost.
In this paper, we study the problem of how to improve the robustness of a scale-free
network. We show that the attack survivability of a network can be greatly enhanced by
adding a limited number of edges to it and assigning adjustable weights to the edges. This
procedure is carried out via visualizing the process and interacting with the user. The
organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related work
about robustness enhancement in scale-free networks. Section 3 introduces the model of
cascading failures in scale-free networks induced by attacks of highest-degree vertices.
In Section 4 we discuss our proposed algorithm and its graphical user interface. Section
5 focuses on experiments and results. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. RELATEDWORK
The networked systems are routinely subjected to external shocks, where the break-
down of one or more heavily loaded vertices will cause the redistribution of loads over the
remaining vertices. As a result, this can trigger breakdowns of newly overloaded vertices.
These additional failures require a new redistribution of loads, that either stabilizes if fail-
ures get locally absorbed, or grows until a large number of vertices are compromised to a
failure point [8]. There are two groups of existing methods that are designed to improve
the robustness of a scale-free network against cascading failures. One group of methods
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enhances the network robustness statically. In this approach, the goal is to prevent the cas-
cading failures from happening before the occurrence of initial failures in the network. For
instance, in [1], the topological structure of an input graph is altered to improve its overall
robustness. The trade-off in such graph evolvement is the cost and changes in structural
properties of the graph such as its community structures. The other group of methods is
designed to enhance the network robustness dynamically. In a dynamic approach the goal
is to handle the cascading failures and minimize the damages after the initial failures have
occurred. For instance, a relatively costless defense method [10] is proposed based on
selectively removing some vertices and edges immediately following an initial attack and
before the propagation of the cascade. Experiments shows that this intentional removal of
network elements can drastically reduce the size of the cascade. However, it requires the
early detection of cascading failures.
Alternatively, the strategies to mitigate the cascading failures are divided into two
categories called hard strategies and soft strategies. The hard strategies attempt to minimize
the damages caused by cascading failures by changing the connections in the network.
Whereas the soft strategies attempt to minimize the damages caused by cascading failures
without changing the connections in the network. The hard strategies can be classified
further into two main categories. The first category involves rewiring edges of the network
and the second category suggests addition of edges to the network. Both approaches are
carried out in order to obtain a network structure with better robustness. We summarize a
review of existing work regarding these two approaches in this section.
2.1. RECONFIGURATIONWITH EDGE REWIRING
Four different schemes have been proposed to increase the robustness of a network,
represented as a graph, via edge rewiring [16]. In these methods edges are selected ran-
domly or based on specific criteria to be removed from the graph or to be added to the
graph. According to experimental results, preferential edge selection outperforms random
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edge selection. However, this reconfiguration will change the degree distribution and di-
ameter of the network.
Another edge rewiring method is proposed [17] to enhance the robustness of a scale-
free network without changing its degree distribution. This method, repeatedly, selects two
edges A−B and C−D from the network. If A−C and B−D do not already exist in the
network, the rewiring operation replaces A−B and C−D with A−C and B−D, as long
as such reconfiguration does not create a loop. Obviously, this rewiring operation does not
change any nodal degree since it converts one network into another network with the same
degree distribution. However, for real-life networks with economic constraints, the nodal
degree conservation is not enough. For instance, the total geographic length of the edges
should not increase and the number of changes in the network should remain small. To deal
with this concern, the authors in [18], [27] use another edge swapping method to decrease
the number of swapped edges during the reconfiguration process. This method is similar to
the one in [17] except that herein any swap is accepted as long as the increase in the value
of robustness is greater than or equal to a predefined threshold. This procedure repeats until
no further substantial improvement is achieved for a large number of consecutive swapping
trials. This method results in a network with an onion-like structure [18], [27].
Even though swapping the edges can increase the network robustness to some extent,
there are some spatially limited real-life networks where it is hard to reconfigure edges, e.g.
power grid networks and the Internet router network. On the other hand, however, there
also exist spatially unlimited networks such as airline networks and the Internet switcher
network. For spatially unlimited networks where edges can be easily re-linked, the Switch
Link (SL) method [20] is proposed. For each hub vertex of the network, SL finds two
non-hub vertices that are connected to the hub vertex. Then, it keeps the edge between the
hub vertex and the first non-hub vertex, and disconnects the second non-hub vertex from
the hub vertex and connects it to the first non-hub vertex. This process will repeat until all
the links connected to the hub vertices are addressed or desired robustness improvement is
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achieved. For the spatially limited networks, the SL method is not economic and feasible
since vertices are usually located far from each other. In this case, the split hub (SH)
method is proposed [20]. This method starts with replacing each hub vertex by a 3-clique
(a complete graph in which every two distinct vertices are adjacent). Then, it connects
the non-hub vertices, that were connected to the original hub vertex, to the vertices of the
3-clique, randomly.
Edge reconfiguration can also change the community structure of a network [21].
The community structure refers to the occurrence of groups of vertices in a network that
are more densely connected internally than with the rest of the network. A network with
a strong community structure has only a small number of edges between its communities.
Hence, its structure is more fragile in terms of attacks on those edges in comparison with
networks with a weak community structure. A method in [21] is proposed to improve the
robustness of a network while preserving its community structure. In this 3-step method,
the importance of vertices is calculated based on their degree. Step 1 reconfigures each
community to have an onion-like structure as explained in [18] and [27]. Step 2 swaps
edges in such a way that vertices with high importance only connect to vertices within the
same community. Step 3 swaps edges to increase the number of edges between communi-
ties. These three steps are recursively applied on the network until no further substantial
robustness improvement is achieved for a large number of consecutive swapping trials.
2.2. RECONFIGURATIONWITH EDGE ADDITION




)−L. For large real-life (sparse) networks, it is almost infeasible to compare
all these possibilities and find the optimal edges to add. Three different enforcing strategies
are discussed in [23] to add edges to a network to increase its robustness. The first method
randomly selects a pair of vertices in the network and establishes a new edge between
them. The second method selects a pair of vertices with the lowest degree in the network
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and establishes a new edge between them. Finally, the last method selects a pair of vertices
with the highest degree in the network and establishes a new edge between them. According
to experiments, the method that prefers low-degree vertices as candidates for adding edges
outperforms the other two methods in terms of attack survivability reinforcement of the
network.
It has been suggested [24] that assortative networks (i.e., high-degree vertices in the
network are more likely linked with other high-degree vertices), are more robust than their
disassortative counterparts (i.e., high-degree vertices in the network are more likely linked
with low-degree vertices). Thereupon, a method is proposed in [24] to enhance robustness
of a network by increasing its assortativity. In this method, a layer index is assigned to
each vertex based on the degree of that vertex. Accordingly, the layer index for vertices
with the lowest degree is 0, for vertices with the second lowest degree is 1, and so on.
The probability of adding an edge between a random pair of vertices depends on their
layer index difference. Hence, vertices within the same layer are connected with greater
probabilities than vertices in different layers, which leads to higher assortativity in the
network.
The way that vertices are arranged in a graph is considered as a key factor in the over-
all robustness and efficiency of the graph. The shortest path between two vertices u and v
is the path with the smallest length joining u to v. The star structure is efficient (the average
shortest path length is small because all the communication between any pair of vertices
passes through the central vertex), yet fragile in case of removal of the central vertex. In
contrast, the circle structure is robust with regard to removal of any single vertex, yet in-
efficient (the average shortest path length is large). The Vertex-protecting Cycle method
in [25] is proposed to combine the properties of both circle and star structures to improve
robustness and efficiency of a network.
All of the aforementioned edge-addition algorithms are proposed to improve the ro-
bustness of an existing network. However, these works consider one aspect in a network
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and neglect the other properties. When it comes to a scale-free network, it is important to
take every structural aspect of the network into consideration. In addition, feasibility of re-
configuration of a network must be considered. Having a method to improve the robustness
of a scale-free network against malicious attacks while retaining its efficiency [section 4.2]
is still an unsolved problem.
2.3. NETWORK VISUALIZATION
A number of software tools have been developed to model, analyze, and visualize
data that can be represented as a network (graph). Typically, these tools allow the
user to annotate vertices and edges with metadata, and provide utilities such as random
graph generation, calculation of analytical measures (e.g., centrality, network distances,
PageRank), and filtering (i.e., viewing only a portion of the graph based on some criteria).
Several of these viewers were designed for a particular problem domain, such as finding
motifs in gene regulatory networks (e.g., GeneNetWeaver [12]). KDnuggets provides a list
of what it considers to be the top 30 network visualization tools that can be used for a wide
variety of network applications (e.g., biology, finance, sociology). It is notable that many
of these tools are open-source and can be customized to provide additional functionality.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no other network visualization tools available for
the purpose of reinforcing robustness of a scale-free network in an interactive environment.
3. MODELING THE CASCADING FAILURES IN SCALE-FREE NETWORKS
In this section, the cascading failure in a scale-free network is modeled under a
vertex-based attack. For a given network, physical flows (such as electric currents, infor-
mation, etc.) are exchanged between pairs of vertices. A cascading failure in the network
happens when the failure of a vertex triggers the failure of successive vertices. When one
part of a system fails, nearby vertices must then compensate for the failed component. This
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in turn can overload these vertices, causing them to fail as well, with additional vertices
failing one after another. In addition to vertex overload, invalid connectivity is another
reason that leads to cascading failures. Invalid connectivity happens if a certain number
of vertices, that are still present in the network, lose their paths to the largest connected
component after failure of high-degree vertices.
Usually, for any pair of vertices, the physical flows are exchanged and transmitted
along the shortest paths connecting them [5]. The shortest path, or the most efficient path,
is defined as the minimum weighted path length between two vertices. The weight wi j of
each edge ei j initially is set to one for all the edges, indicating an equivalent transport of
flow between vertices. The length of the shortest path between vertex i and vertex j if
they are directly connected is li j = wi j = 1 and if they are not directly connected, but are
connected through intermediate vertices, then:
li j = wik1 +wk1k2 + ...+wkt j,kt ∈ K (1)
where K is the set of intermediate vertices belonging to the shortest path between vertex i
and vertex j. Initially, at time t = 0, weight values of all edges are set to one.
The transmitting capacity of a vertex can be measured by its load, which is equal
to the amount of flows that the vertex is requested to transmit. This depends on the total
number of shortest weighted paths passing through the vertex. Therefore, the load Li(t) of
vertex i at time t is measured by the betweenness centrality of vertex i, denoted as follows:
Li(t) = ∑




where V is the set of vertices in the network G, σ jk is the total number of shortest paths
between vertex j and k and σ jk(i) is the total number of shortest paths between vertex j and
k that pass through vertex i. The maximum load that a vertex can handle is defined as its
capacity. The capacity Ci of vertex i is assumed to be proportional to its initial load Li(0):
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Ci = (1+α)Li(0),∀i (3)
where Li(0) represents the initial load before the attack and α ≥ 0 is the tolerance
parameter of network G that captures the relationship between the vertex capacity and
load demand levels. Here, α also implies the budget of network construction or resource
allocation [8]. The larger α is, the higher capacity a vertex i has, hence the higher resilience
against failures. However, due to the cost of the construction of components (vertices or
links), the capacity should be finitely large [7]. Initially (t = 0), the network is assumed
to be in a stationary state, which means all the vertices are enabled with loads lower than
their capacities. The evolving procedure of cascading failures begins with the removal of
some vertices in the network. Consequently, the load on other vertices will change and be
redistributed over the entire network. At some time t, the vertex i will fail if the new load
Li(t) on vertex i exceeds its capacity Ci. This will cause the new redistribution of loads
over the network. This process is iterated until there is no vertex exceeding its capacity. At
this time, the iterative process can be regarded as being completed. This iterative process
is called cascading failures [6]. A common, yet hard-to-predict, property of cascading
failures is that the damages caused by a single point of failure could propagate widely and
result in a global collapse. Two basic models of cascading failures include percolation cas-
cade and capacity cascade [11]. In percolation cascades, the state of vertices changes due
to influence of their neighbors. Whereas in the capacity cascade, the failure of a vertex can
propagate and affect vertices far away from it. Herein we focus on capacity cascade failure.
4. ROBUSTNESS ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
The problem setting we consider in this work is to modify a network structure under
a given budget in order to improve its robustness. The budget is specified as the maximum
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number of edges that can be added to the network. The measure of robustness employed in
our algorithm, the edge-addition strategy, the weight-assignment procedure, and the graph-
ical user interface are discussed in the following subsections.
4.1. ROBUSTNESS METRIC
The definition of network robustness might change according to a specific applica-
tion. In this work, the removal of a vertex from a network is called a vertex-knockout or a
vertex-attack, and the robustness R of a network is quantified in terms of the relative size





where N and N′ are the numbers of vertices in the largest connected component before and
after the cascading failures, respectively. N is the size of the initial network and 0≤ R≤ 1.
R ≈ 1 generally corresponds to a robust network, i.e. there is no cascade in the
network and all vertices are connected and functional (i.e., enabled) after the initial attack.
On the other hand, R ≈ 0 indicates that the network has been disconnected into several
small sub-networks after the initial attack.
This distinctive measure is also aligned with the robust-yet-fragile property of scale-
free networks, i.e. R remains close to unity in the case of random breakdowns, but is
significantly reduced under attacks that target hubs.
In our targeted attack scenario, we implicitly admit that the attacker perfectly knows
the network degree sequence and thus can cause maximum damage. Since an intentional
attack is targeted to disrupt the network by removing the most important vertices, here we
consider the vertices in descending order of initial degree and remove the vertex with the
highest degree along with all the edges emanating from it. We then calculate R, update
the load for the remaining vertices, and remove the ones with capacities smaller than their
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loads. We repeat this process until the network completely collapses. In case of two or
more vertices having the same degree, we simply pick one of them randomly.
4.2. EFFICIENCY
The shortest path between vertices in a network represents the ability of the network
to transmit flow from one vertex to other vertices. The average value of the shortest path
between all vertices reflects the general ability of the whole system. Therefore, the system
efficiency is used to evaluate the system performance, which can be obtained from the




N(N−1) ∑i 6= j∈G
(εi j) (5)
where N is the number of vertices in G and εi j is the reciprocal of the length of the shortest
path between a vertex i and another vertex j.
4.3. RENEA
Here we present a Robustness Enhancement algorithm in scale-free Networks with
Limited Edge Addition (RENEA) where each individual edge has a designated weight, such
that the optimized network, compared to the initial one, has a significantly higher value of
robustness. We assume that the defender knows about the intention of the attacker to cause
maximum damage to the network and thus takes preventative actions using our algorithm.
Scale-free graphs always have a giant component which is a connected component of the
graph that contains a constant fraction of vertices. Resultantly, one can randomly remove
more than 80% of the vertices in the graph without destroying the giant component, while
the network will still possess a large-scale connectivity [4]. On the other hand, an attack
that simultaneously eliminates as few as 10–20% of the hubs can cause the giant component
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to disappear suddenly and therefore break the network into several isolated components.
Hubs are vertices in the network with a high number of connections and usually serve as
common connections to mediate the shortest path length between vertices. Hence, if hubs
get attacked (disabled), the network will become fragmented into disconnected components
with invalid connections between them. When a vertex is disabled, all the edges connecting
to it will be disabled too (invalid connections). Thus, we first want to create alternative
paths between disconnected components to maintain the connectivity of the network [25].
The main idea in our method is to increase the robustness of a network by 1) adding
a limited number of edges to it in order to eliminate invalid connectivity, and 2) assigning a
weight to each edge, thereby mitigating cascading failures upon removing high-degree ver-
tices (hubs). Depending upon the type of the network, adding an edge can be very costly.
For example, adding edges (Fiber optics) between vertices (continents) in the optical net-
work will cost too much [21]. Given that, a threshold parameter is needed for the algorithm
to limit the maximum number of edges that can be added to the network. Furthermore,
our iterative algorithm provides the user with a list of candidate edges during each iteration
and lets him/her choose among them. The inputs to our iterative algorithm RENEA are
an undirected scale-free network represented as an attributed graph G(V,E,LV ,CV ) with
|V |= N vertices and |E|= L edges, and the budget δ (maximum number of edges that can
be added to G). LV is a list that contains the initial load of each vertex, CV is a list that
contains the capacity of each vertex, and R is the robustness value of G. We assume that
there are no multi-edges (i.e., two or more edges that are incident to the same two vertices)
or self-loops (i.e., an edge from a vertex to itself) in the input graph, and the weight of all
the edges is one.
The output from RENEA is the graph G(V,E ′,L′V ,C′V ) with the same number of ver-
tices yet more edges (L≤ |E ′| ≤ L+δ). R′ is the robustness value of G (R′ > R). The load
and capacity of each of the vertices are also updated in the output graph. The steps of the
algorithm are as follows.
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Algorithm 2: Edge Addition
Input: Graph G(V,E,LV ,CV ) and budget δ // wi, j = 1 ∀i, j ∈V
Output: Graph G(V,E ′,L′V ,C′V ) // |E| ≤ |E ′| ≤ |E|+δ
1: m = 0
2: E ′← E
3: excessLoad← /0
4: A targeted attack is simulated and hubs are removed from G(V,E,LV ,CV )
5: listComps← Sorted list of disconnected components based on their size
6: repeat
7: comp1← The largest component in listComps.
8: comp2← The second largest component in listComps.
9: for each vertex i in comp1 do
10: for each vertex j in comp2 do
11: E ′ = ei j∪E ′
12: excessLoad[ei j] = 0
13: L′V ← Recompute the load of each vertex
14: for each vertex v in V do
15: if L′v > Lv then
16: excessLoad[ei j] = excessLoad[ei j]+ |L′v−Lv|
17: end if
18: end for
19: E ′ = E ′ \ei j
20: end for
21: end for
22: ei j← The edge with the smallest value in excessLoad table
23: E ′ = ei j∪E ′
24: LV ← Recompute the load of each vertex
25: comp = comp1+ comp2
26: Remove comp1 and comp2 from listComps.
27: Add comp to the beginning of listComps
28: m = m+1
29: until |listComps|== 1 or m == δ
30: L′V ← Recompute the load of each vertex
31: C′V ← Recompute the load of each vertex
32: return G(V,E ′,L′V ,C′V )
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RENEA starts with simulating an attack on the hubs of the input graph
G(V,E,LV ,CV ) (line 4). There are two common types of attacks that can be carried out
on a network known as serial-attack and sudden-attack. In both of these attacks, hubs are
targeted to be disabled. In the sudden-attack, all hubs are selected and removed at once.
In the serial-attack that is known to be more damaging, first the highest-degree vertex is
removed, then the degree of remaining vertices are recalculated and among them again the
highest-degree vertex is removed until the network has collapsed and malfunctioned (i.e.,
the size of the largest connected component is nearly 10% of the initial network [29]). In
the graphical user interface, a user can choose either of these options to simulate an attack
on the network.
Once G has collapsed, all disconnected components are found, where the number of
vertices in each component determines the size of that component. listComps contains a
list of components sorted based on their size in a non-increasing order (line 5). The first
and second members of listComps, which are the largest and second largest components,
are called comp1 and comp2, respectively (lines 7-8).
We add an edge between vertex i in comp1 and vertex j in comp2. There exists a
list of candidates with a size equal to |comp1|× |comp2|. We add each candidate edge to
the graph and compute the total excess loads on each vertex caused by an additional edge
and keep that value in a hash table called excessLoad (lines 9-21). Finally, the edge that
causes the least amount of excess loads on vertices will be selected to be added to G (lines
22-23). However, our user interface allows the user to pick any of the candidate edges
considering the type of network. Since adding an edge could change the loads of vertices
in the graph, the loads for all the vertices are recomputed (line 24). Afterwards, comp1
and comp2 are combined into comp and both are removed from listComps, while comp is
added to the beginning of listComps (to keep it sorted) (lines 25-27). The variable m, that
is used to track the number of edges added to G, is updated at the end of each iteration (line
28). After the first iteration, one edge is added to G and m=1. RENEA repeats steps 7-28
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iteratively until listComps contains only one component or the desired number of edges are
added to G (|E ′|= L+δ) (line 29). Since the size of listComps is monotonically decreasing
and the value of m is monotonically increasing, RENEA eventually terminates and returns
G (line 32).
4.4. EDGEWEIGHT ASSIGNMENT
According to [4], certain topological properties of networks, such as their degree dis-
tribution, have strong impacts on their stability. In terms of the degree distribution (the
probability distribution of the degrees of all the vertices in the network), complex networks
can be classified into homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. Homogeneous networks
such as random graphs [14] possess a binomial degree distribution, where the vertex de-
grees concentrate around the mean degree. Heterogeneous networks such as scale-free
networks have a heavy-tailed degree distribution that follows a power law, where there is a
huge variability between vertex degrees, with several orders of magnitude between them. A
heterogeneous degree distribution in a scale-free network makes it resistant against random
failures. However, targeted malicious attacks can easily disrupt the network by removing
only a small fraction of vertices or links. On the other hand, a network with homogeneous
degree distribution, could be more robust against attacks and random failures [5].
As mentioned earlier, the load of a vertex is defined based on its betweenness cen-
trality which is strongly correlated with its degree [28]. Hence, scale-free networks with
a heterogeneous degree distribution also have a heterogeneous load distribution [30]. This
means that there is a small group of vertices which have large betweenness but the majority
of vertices in the network have small betweenness. Thus, physical flows, that are transmit-
ted between pairs of vertices, will have a high probability to pass through this small number
of high-betweenness vertices.
The betweenness distribution in random networks is in general more homogeneous
[31]. Consequently, in random networks the weighted shortest paths are less dependent on
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the heavily linked vertices. Thus, removal of such vertices is less probable to trigger cas-
cading failures. That is a supporting factor for the explanation as to why random networks
are more tolerant to cascading failures. On that account, to increase the homogeneity of the
load distribution in a network we use a weighting method for edges of the network. This
mitigation strategy aims at reducing the load on each of the vertices in the network. This
reduction in load attempts to keep the vertices operating below their maximum capacities in
order to better accommodate the redistribution of loads due to failure of high-load vertices.
We set the weight wi j (flow) of an arbitrary edge, connecting vertices i and j, propor-
tionally to the connectedness of two vertices as follows:
wi j = (kik j)β (6)
where β is a tunable weight parameter, governing the strength of the edge weight, and ki and
k j are the degrees of vertices i and j, respectively. The intuition for this weighting method is
that an edge is important in a network when its two end point vertices are important. So, the
betweenness of the edge has positive correlation with the product of vertex degrees at both
ends of it. The value of tuning parameter β can lead to different scenarios; β> 0 indicates
that edges connecting hubs have high weights, and are avoided to be used to transmit the
flow, β = 0 indicates that all edges have a weight equal to one, and β < 0 indicates that
edges connecting hubs have low weights, and are frequently used to transmit the flow.
Weight assignment can directly affect the load distribution of vertices when the
weighted shortest path is used to transmit the flow along the edges of the network. Addi-
tionally, tuning the value of β from −1 to +1 changes the load distribution of the network
from heterogeneous to homogeneous by reducing the standard deviation of betweenness in










Figure 1: The standard deviation of betweenness vs. the Weight Parameter (Beta) for a
scale-free network with 1000 vertices and 1567 edges with degree exponent of 2.5.
Increasing the value of β from −1 to +1 results in decreasing the value of δB. This figure
shows a transition from a heterogeneous load distribution to a homogeneous load
distribution.
where 〈B〉 is the average betweenness of the network. When β = −1, the scale-free net-
work shows a more heterogeneous load distribution (i.e., hubs are more frequently used to
transmit information). Hence, there will be an increase in the value of δB in the network.
When β = +1, the scale-free network shows a more homogeneous load distribution (i.e.,
hubs experience a significant decrease in load and vertices which used to carry a small load
may acquire a higher load). Hence, there will be a decrease in the value of δB in the net-
work. In a network with a homogeneous load distribution, all vertices contribute equally to
transmit the flow along the network as shown in [Figure 1].
Selecting the appropriate value of β is crucial for the robustness of the network. If
the value of β is set close to −1, the loads on some vertices are relatively large and their
removal is likely to start a sequence of overload failures. Setting the value of β close to
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+1 can decrease the efficiency of the network. Finding an intermediate value of β can
gradually transform the network from having a heterogeneous load distribution to a more
homogeneous one. In the experiment section we show how we assign weights to each edge
of the network and tune the value of β in order to increase robustness yet still maintain the
efficiency of the network.
4.5. THE GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE
RENEA is implemented using the Python programming language using the powerful
networkx library to perform graph operations. The graph viewer is a custom written QT
Widget which provides for an interactive interface that allows for moving of individual
vertices, inspection of vertices (via tooltips), and zooming in and out of the graph view.
This widget is embedded in an interface written using QT bindings for Python. As all of
these tools are supported on major operating systems (Linux, macOS, and Windows), this
tool can be considered cross-platform. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of RENEA
[Figure 2] consists of the following controls: (i) a file chooser to allow the user to select a
file that contains a list of vertices and edges of the graph, (ii) a text input field to specify the
initial value of α, (iii) a text field to show the value of β (value of β can also be specified),
(iv) a text input field to specify the maximum number of edges to be added to the graph,
(v) a drop-down list to select the desired type of attack on the graph, (vi) a control button to
start the process of adding edges to the graph and assigning weights to the edges, and (vii)
a menu to let the user choose from the suggested edges.
As shown in [Figure 2], a data set has been uploaded. The important vertices in
terms of their loads (hubs) are presented using darker colors. In this GUI the user can
drag and relocate each edge and vertex and zoom in/out on the graph for a closer look.
The user can also use the mouse to hover over a vertex to see its id. Vertex ids are not
displayed all the time to avoid cluttering the display (e.g., an airline graph can contain
hundreds of vertices). To see the corresponding edge in the graph display, the user can use
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Figure 2: RENEA GUI
the mouse to hover over the edges in the graph; the vertex end points of the moused-over
edge will be highlighted in the left panel display. For each suggested edge the value of ro-
bustness improvement and the value of excess load will be calculated and shown to the user.
5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally examine the performance of RENEA. For perfor-
mance evaluation comparison, we also implemented four other algorithms that are designed
to enhance the robustness of a network by adding edges amongst its vertices. In particu-
lar, for the two end points of a new connecting edge in Random Addition algorithm (RA)
two vertices are randomly selected, in Low-degree Addition algorithm (LA) two vertices
with the lowest degrees are selected, in Low Betweenness algorithm (LB) two vertices with
the lowest betweenness are selected [23], and in Algebraic Connectivity Based algorithm
(ACB) two vertices with the largest algebraic connectivity are selected [26]. In all of these
algorithms, the process of adding edges will continue until the designated number of edges
is reached.
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We conducted simulations with both artificial and real-life networks. We used two
scale-free networks generated by the Brabasi-Albert model [11] as benchmark networks
(one scale-free network with 1000 vertices and 1567 edges, and the other scale-free network
with 1500 vertices and 2016 edges where both have the degree exponent (λ) of 2.5). We also
used a real-life American Airlines connection dataset (with 332 vertices and 2126 edges)
and a network of routers in the Internet (with 2026 vertices and 4233 edges). In order to
have more reliable statistics, each simulation was repeated 10 times and the average was
shown in the results.
5.1. RESULTS
We first show the effect of adding edges to a network without assigning weights to the
edges. As shown in [Figure 3], the size of the largest connected component after removal
of hubs is larger when RENEA is applied on the networks in comparison with applying the
other algorithms. We next show the effect of adding weights to the edges of a network and
the relationship between the tolerance parameter α and the weight parameter β. Intuitively,
the most effective method to enhance the robustness of a network is to prevent cascading
failures by increasing the value of α so that all vertices have sufficient resources to prevent
failure due to overload. However, the capacity is often limited by cost, thus it is impractical
to assign excessively large capacity to all vertices of a network. As shown in [Figure 4], the
robustness of a network can be enhanced by adjusting the values of α and β. The results
show that adding weights to the edges can enhance the robustness of a network without
increasing the capacity of vertices.
We added up to only 2% of the original number of edges to each graph. We also
experimented with different values of −1 ≤ β ≤ +1 to find which value has the highest
robustness improvement and lowest efficiency trade-off. To do so, starting with β= 1, we
gradually increased the the value of β to β=+1 by a step value of 0.1. We then recorded
the values of percentage increase in robustness and percentage decrease in efficiency of
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Figure 3: In this figure, x-axis represents the number of edges that are added to a network
and y-axis represents the size of Largest Connected Component (LCC) after removal of
hubs. The performance of RENEA against Random Addition algorithm (RA), Low-degree
Addition algorithm (LA), Low Betweenness algorithm (LB), Algebraic Connectivity
Based algorithm (ACB) is presented in this plot. In all networks, RENEA outperforms the
other four algorithms, i.e. networks’ elements stay more connected in case of attacks on
hubs.
networks. Best recorded results are presented in [Table 1], where it can be seen that the
robustness of networks improves by more than 60%, while the overall efficiency decreases
by less than 3%.
6. CONCLUSION
Real-life scale-free networks are known to be resilient in terms of random fail-
ures yet fragile in the terms of targeted attacks. The consequence of hub-removal in
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Figure 4: The network robustness as a function of Alpha and Beta. In this figure, x-axis
represents the tolerance parameter (Alpha), y-axis represents the weight parameter (Beta),
and the red colors show the area of high robustness.
a scale-free network is twofold. First, it can lead to existence of invalid connections
in the network; and secondly, it can create traffic overload. A vertex can be deleted
from a network in two ways: 1) if the vertex is attacked and thus disabled along with
all its connections, and 2) if the vertex is present, but not connected to any vertices in
the largest connected component (i.e., having invalid connections). The second case
happens when the removal of hubs leaves many present vertices with invalid connections.
On the other hand, when a hub is attacked, nearby vertices must compensate for the
failed component. This, in turn, can overload these vertices, causing their failure and
propagation of cascading failures throughout the network. The global cascades occur
if 1) the network exhibits a highly heterogeneous degree and 2) the removed vertex is
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Table 1: The performance of RENEA on different networks with N vertices and L edges.
< k > represents the average degree in a network. R and Eff represent the obtained robust-
ness and efficiency after applying RENEA and edge-weight assignment. m indicates the
maximum percentage of added edges. We added less than 2 percent of the number of edges
in the original graphs to each network.
Network N L < k > α β m R Eff
Scale-free 1000 1567 3.2 0.2 0.3 1.5% 53% -
3.1%




332 2126 9.15 0.4 0.4 1.3% 59% -
1.3%
Internet Router 2026 4233 2.67 0.3 0.3 1.2% 89% -
2.5%
among those with higher degrees. If a vertex has a relatively small load, its removal
will not cause major changes in the load balance, and subsequent overload failures are
unlikely to occur. However, when the load at a vertex is relatively large, its removal
is likely to significantly affect loads at other vertices and possibly start a sequence of
overload failures. Hence, we proposed RENEA, an iterative algorithm that is designed
to enhance the overall robustness of a scale-free network against malicious attacks and
mitigate the cascading failures by adding a limited number of edges to it and assigning
weights to the edges. We also presented a user interface for RENEA that allows the user
to be involved with making cost-efficient decisions and actually see the resulting graph.
During each iteration, RENEA suggests the best edges such that adding them can increase
the robustness of a graph the most, and the user can accept or reject them. Finally, the
algorithm assigns a weight to each edge in order to decrease the loads on hubs in such
a way that the network still can retain its efficiency. Further studies to better understand
the complicated intrinsic properties of cascading failures and reliability assessment of
scale-free networks are worth pursuing. Additionally, it has been shown that [32] the
betweenness centrality can be approximately computed for large scale graphs in a local
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manner with a low computational cost. In the current version of our application we have
not used this local method of computing betweenness centrality and this is something that
we would like to investigate more in the future work to improve the scalability of our work.
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V. MOTIF-LEVEL ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF POWER GRIDS
Armita Abedijaberi and Jennifer Leopold
Department of Computer Science
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, Missouri 65401
Motifs are often called the building blocks of networks and can be used for better
understanding of the local structure of networks. Certain motifs may occur more frequently
in one network than in another network with the same global structural properties such
as the same nodal degree distribution. On that note, analysis of motifs is found to be an
invaluable tool to show that networks with similar global topological properties may be
completely different in terms of local topological properties. Most studies on robustness
of power system networks against targeted attacks tend to only focus on global topological
measures of power grids. However, the impact of local structures can also unveil hidden
mechanisms behind vulnerability of power grids and their dynamic response to failures.
In this paper, we present a preliminary study to investigate the local structure of European
power grids and find the correlation between their robustness against targeted attacks and
the presence or absence of certain motifs.
1. INTRODUCTION
Critical infrastructures play a pivotal role to ensure the smooth functioning of
modern day living. Power grid systems are among the most critical infrastructures that are
subject to numerous perturbations ranging from the common failures (e.g., breakdown of
the aging generators, transformers, etc.) to the security risks and exposure of the networks
to natural or man-made disasters (e.g., earthquakes, flooding, vandalism, etc.). Hence, the
resistance and vulnerability have become important considerations during the design and
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operation of such systems. The fragility is a feature of significant interest in most complex
networks, from the Internet to the genome [33]. Specifically, complex networks are often
characterized by a considerable resilience against random removal or failure of individual
components. However, they experience severe damages when the important components
are attacked (disabled). Such targeted attacks have dramatic structural effects, typically
leading to network fragmentation [32]. Most prior work on the analysis of robustness in
power grids has focused on their global topology by studying their degree distribution. For
instance, we know that high-degree nodes, also known as hubs, contribute to the overall
higher connectivity of the network, yet they also serve as bottlenecks whose elimination
leads to the fragmentation of the network [14] [25]. While studies of global structural
properties of these networks have identified important issues that affect robustness,
functioning in these networks typically starts within local sub-networks [35]. Herein we
present a study to understand and unveil the dependencies between the local structural
properties and overall robustness of European power grids. This study can be beneficial to
improve the analysis and design of power grid networks. This paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section II some preliminary topics are presented. In Section III we introduce and
discuss the global characteristics of power grid networks in our dataset. Section IV focuses
on experiments and results. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The topology of a power grid network can be represented as a graph G = (V,E),
where V = {1,2, ...,N} is the set of N nodes, and E = {ei j|i, j ∈ V, i 6= j} is the set of M
edges. In this paper, undirected and unweighted networks are considered. The connectivity
or degree of a node u is the number of edges incident to u. We assume that there are no
multi-edges (i.e., two or more edges that are incident to the same two vertices) or self-loops
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(i.e., an edge from a vertex to itself) in the input graph, and G is connected (i.e., there exists
at least one path between any pair of nodes). A graph G′ = (V ′,E ′) is a subgraph of G =
(V,E) (i.e., G′⊆G), if V ′⊆V and E ′⊆ E. Two graphs G′= (V ′,E ′) and G′′= (V ′′,E ′′) are
isomorphic, denoted as G′ ∼= G′′, if there exists a one-to-one structure-preserving bijection
between the node sets of G′ and G′′, f : V ′ → V ′′ such that any two nodes u and v are
adjacent in G′ if and only if the nodes f (u) and f (v) are adjacent in G′′.
2.1. NETWORKMOTIFS
A motif is a subgraph (pattern) that recurs in multiple parts of a network. These re-
current patterns are considered as building blocks of networks, and different combinations
of a small number of motifs can generate enormously diverse forms. Studies show that the
evolving biological robustness of gene regulatory networks is attributed to the occurrence
of statistically significant subgraphs known as motifs [8] [7] [9]. However, despite active
investigations and rich literature about motifs in systems biology and biological networks,
motifs are less explored in other type of networks. Existence of network motifs implies that
certain structures reflect the intrinsic properties of relations or confer functional importance
of the underlying systems, thus over-presented in the networks [10]. Typically, motifs are
small connected graphs with a specific structure. In many cases, the graphs on three and
four nodes are selected as motifs, where two selected motifs should not be isomorphic.
[Figure 1] shows all connected 3-node and 4-node motifs.
2.2. ASSESSING STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MOTIFS
The motif signature is the number of occurrences of a motif in the network. More
specifically, an occurrence of a motif is a set of nodes in the network such that the subgraph
induced by this node set is isomorphic to the motif [11]. To detect recurrent motifs in a
graph, it is necessary to find the signature or the number of occurrences of the motifs in
the graph. However, the motif counts by themselves do not provide enough information
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M1 (id 78) M2 (id 238) M3 (id 4382) M4 (id 4698) 
M5 (id 4958) M6 (id 27030) M7 (id 13278) M8 (id 31710) 
Figure 1: Eight motifs on 3 and 4 nodes, respectively. Numbers in parentheses are the
Motif Identification numbers [29].
regarding the significance of motifs [36]. Hence, statistical hypothesis tests are used to
determine whether a motif is significant. In fact, a null hypothesis is defined and tested to
check whether there is enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis. In motif discovery,
the null hypothesis claims that the given pattern is insignificant (i.e., the actual motif count
is similar to the expected one). Network motifs are small connected sub-graphs occurring
at significantly higher frequencies in a given input network compared with a null model
[2]. Two common null models have been employed in a wide range of publications. The
first null model does not change the size and average degree of nodes in the graph and
generates a random Erdos-Renyi graph accordingly [3]. This null model retains the global
characteristics of the network (same number of nodes and edges) but distorts the properties
of individual nodes (e.g., the connectivity of each node).
The second null model randomly swaps edges from the input network [4]. A swap
on an edge pair with distinct nodes (e.g., converting AB and CD into AD and CB (or AC
and DB)) does not alter the connectivity of any nodes. Hence, the perturbed (null) network
retains the global properties (network size, average density, and degree distribution) as
well as nodal properties (connectivity of individual nodes) of the input network. Despite
the advantages of the second null model, edge swaps alone may not preserve the statistics
of lower-order motifs in the given network. That means in order to prove the significance
of a m-node motif, we have to exclude the contribution from motifs with less than m nodes.
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For instance, in a network where triangles (3-node motifs or M2) are over presented, the
probability of observing any 4-node motif containing one or more triangles (e.g., M5, M7,
and M8) is also elevated compared to edge-swapped null models.
To incorporate the effects of lower-order motif statistics, only the edge swaps that
preserve the number of lower order motifs are accepted [5]. In simple words, the number
of lower order motifs should remain the same before and after the edge swaps. An approx-
imate counting of motifs is used [5] when the exact counting of motifs in large and dense
networks is intractable and time-consuming. Let a k-node motif gk occur finput times in
the input network. Let f¯null and σ2null be the mean and variance of frequencies of gk in a





The p-value represents the probability that a motif will appear an equal or greater
number of times in a null network than in the given input network. A motif is usually
regarded as ‘statistically significant’ if the associated p-value < 0.01 or z-score > 2.0. The
concentration of a candidate motif denotes how frequent the motif is compared to other
subgraphs of the same size in the network [28]. Specifically, if there are n subgraphs of





where fk,i denotes the frequency of gk,i in the network.
2.3. CENTRALITY METRICS
The attack on nodes of a network can be random or malicious. In random attacks,
nodes are removed with the same probability, whereas in malicious attacks the most impor-
tant nodes are removed first.
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In most existing studies on malicious attacks, a High Importance Attack (HIA) is
used. In a HIA, the importance of nodes is calculated and the most important node is
removed. The node degree centrality can be used to measure the importance (centrality)
of nodes. The degree centrality of a node (di) is equal to the number of connections node
i has to other nodes. The higher the degree centrality of a node, the more important that
node is. In this study, we also introduce a new node centrality metric; the motif centrality
of a node (mi) is defined as the number of motifs in which node i participates. Likewise,
we rank the importance of nodes based on the value of their motif centrality. The higher
the motif centrality of a node, the more important that node is.
2.4. MALICIOUS ATTACKS
There are two approaches that are typically practiced in regard to network attacks:
non-adaptive (or simultaneous) attacks and adaptive (or sequential) attacks. In the first
approach, the list of attacked nodes is generated only once, before the node removal pro-
cedure starts [12]. In the second approach, the list of target nodes is updated after each
deletion by re-calculation of the centrality index of nodes [13].
Consequently, adaptive attacks demand more processing time, but on the other hand
they usually cause more damage per node removal when compared to the non-adaptive
approach. The reason is, if the list of attacked nodes is measured only once, the method
cannot account for the changes in the centrality order due to the removal of elements.
Thus, in the worst case the adaptive version of a procedure is as good as the non-
adaptive approach, however it is generally better. In this paper we study the robustness of
power grids against two types of adaptive malicious attacks as follows:
- Node Attack based on Degree Centrality.
- Node Attack based on Motif Centrality.
where in each of these adaptive attacks, first the importance of nodes is calculated and the
current most important node is removed. Then, the importance of remaining nodes is re-
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calculated, and the current most important node is removed. This process is repeated until
only isolated nodes are left in the network.
2.5. TOPOLOGICAL ROBUSTNESS METRICS
The function and performance of power grids rely on their structural robustness. Ro-
bustness is the ability of a network to continue performing well when it is subject to failures
or attacks. In order to decide whether a given network is robust, a metric to quantitatively
measure network robustness is required. Once such a measure has been established, it is
feasible to compare networks in terms of their robustness. Intuitively, robustness is focused
on the alternative paths amongst components of a system, but it is a challenge to capture
this concept in a mathematical formula. Therefore, a broad range of robustness metrics
have been proposed. One group of robustness metrics is designed based on the concept
of graph connectivity, and the ability of the graph to retain a certain degree of connect-
edness under node removal; these metrics include: efficiency [16], average shortest-path
length [17], diameter [18], clustering coefficient [19], node and edge connectivity [20],
average node betweenness [21], relative size of largest connected component [27], and
percolation threshhold [4]. The other group of robustness metrics is designed based on
the eigenvalue of a Laplacian matrix of a network; these methods include: algebraic
connectivity [22] [1], number of spanning trees [23], and effective resistance [24]. These
measures, however, are topological measures that tend to ignore any processes running on
top of the network. That is, topological robustness metrics fail to take into account the op-
erational specifications of a system and the level and quality of the service provided to the
user of the system. Hence, a thorough reliability analysis of a network may not be viable
using only topological robustness metrics. On that account, to evaluate the robustness of
power grid networks, a topological robustness metric along with non-topological reliability
measures have been used. These metrics are explained in detail in the following section.
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3. EUROPEAN POWER GRIDS
In this paper we study the electricity transmission networks of four European
countries (Germany, Italy, France, and Spain) where nodes represent the power sta-
tion/substations or generators and edges represent the transmission lines. This dataset was
obtained from the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) [15].
3.1. EUROPEAN POWER GRIDS ROBUSTNESS
The global characteristics of the European Power grid networks in the dataset have
been previously analyzed [14], revealing a very interesting set of common regularities:
(a) most of these networks are small worlds (i.e., there tends to be a path between any
pair of nodes that involves only a few edges) and the largest networks display a clustering
coefficient much larger than expected from the random version of the networks analyzed;
(b) these networks are very sparse, meaning that the average number of edges 〈k〉 in a
network with N nodes is such that 〈k〉  N; (c) all European power grids have exponential
cumulative degree distributions. That is, the probability p(k) of having a node linked to k





where C is a normalization constant and γ is a characteristic parameter. Table 1 provides a
summary of the basic topological features exhibited by these four power grids.
To analytically evaluate the robustness of these networks, the percolation threshold
metric [4] has been used in order to find the critical fraction of each network against selec-
tive removal of nodes.
This study [15] shows a significant deviation from predicted critical fraction values
for power grids with an exponent γ < 1.5 . For these networks, the real critical fraction is
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Table 1: The global characteristics of two robust and two fragile European power grids are
presented. These power grids are ordered by increasing γ (the exponential degree distribu-
tion characteristic parameter). N, M, and 〈k〉 represent the number of nodes, the number of
edges, and the mean nodal degree, respectively.
Group Country N M 〈k〉 γ
Robust
Germany 445 560 2.51 1.237
Italy 272 368 2.70 1.238
Fragile
France 667 899 2.69 1.895
Spain 474 669 2.82 2.008
higher than the theoretical one for the same γ. This suggests an increased robustness for
these networks compared to those with γ> 1.5. This observation divides these power grids
into two classes of robust (γ< 1.5) and fragile (γ> 1.5) networks.
In order to evaluate the real existence of these two classes of networks, real non-
topological reliability measures have also been considered: (1) energy not supplied; (2)
total loss of power; (3) average interruption time, which is the ratio between total energy
not supplied and the average power demand per year.
Results suggest a positive correlation between static topological robustness and non-
topological reliability measures and, as a consequence, a clear differentiation between two
classes of networks in terms of their level of robustness [15].
Once the Germany and Italy power grids were experimentally classified as robust and
the France and Spain power grids were classified as fragile, we wanted to investigate the
impact of local structures or motifs on fragility or robustness of such networks. Our goal
was to study the concentration of motifs in the power grids and analyze the decaying rate of
motif concentration under different types of attacks. This would enhance our understanding
of the role of local structures in global robustness properties of the corresponding network.
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4. EXPERIMENTS
We implemented the motif finder algorithm that was explained in part C of section II
and calculated the z-score (Eq. 1) of all the eight motifs [Figure 1] in these four power grid
networks to determine the statistically significant motifs. Table 2 shows the z-score of these
motifs in each corresponding network. Motifs with z-score of 2.0 or higher are considered
significant and those with z-score value of less than 2.0 are denoted as NS or not significant.
Despite the overwhelming presence of motif M1, this motif is not statistically significant
in any of four networks. As shown in Table 2, M8 is not considered significant in any of
these networks either. The rest of the motifs are significant for all networks except that M3
is considered NS in the Spain power grid. Despite the robust/fragile category, all of these
networks have almost the same significant motifs.
Table 2: The z-score as a qualitative measure of statistical significance of each motif for
each network is presented in this table. NS denotes that the motif is not significant.
Country Z-scoreM1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8
Germany NS 16 96 67 75 2.5 2.1 NS
Italy NS 34 134 54 34 2.7 2.3 NS
France NS 24 87 36 14 7.9 2.1 NS
Spain NS 57 NS 56 47 2.8 2.2 NS
To study further, we examined the concentration of the significant motifs (Eq. 2) in
the networks. The concentration of M6 and M7 are very low and similar for all networks.
But, there is a notable difference between level of concentration of M2, M3, M4, and
M5 in the networks as shown in [Figure 2]. In [Figure 2], the x-axis represents the value
of γ, which is increasing from left to right, and the y-axis represents the percentage of
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Figure 2: Motif concentration for different motifs in different networks is presented in this
plot. The x-axis represents the value of γ which increases as the fragility of networks
increases.
motif concentration, which is increasing from bottom to top. As shown in this figure, the
concentration of M4 is decreasing as the value of γ is increasing. On the other hand, the
concentration of M2, M3, and M5 are increasing as the fragility of the networks increases
with γ.
In spite of having similar significant motifs, networks in the robust group (Germany
and Italy) demonstrate a different level of concentration of certain motifs compared to
networks in the fragile group (France and Spain). As seen in [Figure 2], fragility seems to
increase as the elements of power grids become more interconnected and motifs such as
stars (M3) and triangles (M2 and M5) began to appear.
We then computed the z-score for the larger significant motifs, with more than 4
nodes, in the networks. [Figure 4] shows two significant 5-node motifs (M9 and M10)
that were found in the Germany and Italy power grids. However, these two motifs are
not statistically significant in the Spain and France power grids. No significant motifs
with more than 5 nodes were found in any of these networks. These results suggests that
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Figure 3: The percentage of connectivity loss vs. the percentage of node removal in
different types of node attacks.
M9 (id 2133678) M10 (id 8948910)
Figure 4: The 5-node motifs that are only significant in the Germany and Italy power
grids. Numbers in parentheses are the Motif Identification numbers [29].
even in networks that share similar small motifs, as the motif size increases, differences
arise. We next compared the behavior of networks in the robust group versus the networks
in the fragile group against different types of adaptive malicious attacks. We simulated
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three types of attacks against all four networks, namely Degree-based attack, Motif-based
attack, and Random attack. For each attack we measured the percentage of the connectivity
loss for a different percentage of node removal. Connectivity Loss is a purely topological
measure of impact that a power grid encounters when some nodes are removed from the
system [34]. Using this measure we can calculate, for example, how much connectivity
is lost in terms of how many generators a substation can access after removing a node
from the system. In essence, the connectivity loss measures the decrease of the ability of
distribution substations to receive power from the generators.
In the unperturbed state each distribution substation can receive power from any of
the Ng generators. As nodes are removed, the number of generators connected to a certain
distribution substation i, Nig , decreases. The connectivity loss CL is used to quantify the









where the averaging is done over every distributing substation. [Figure 3] shows the in-
crease in the connectivity loss in different networks against various types of attacks. As
shown, for all the countries, the degree-based attack causes the steepest curve for connec-
tivity loss, whereas the random attack has the slightest incline in curve for connectivity
loss. This means the degree-based attack causes the connectivity loss to increase more
rapidly than the other types of attacks. For all the networks the motif-based attack curve
falls between the degree-based and random attack curve. It can noticeably be seen that the
gaps between the connectivity loss curves of degree-based and motif-based attacks tend
to be narrower in the France and Spain power grid networks. This observation suggests
that there is a correlation between the degree centrality and motif centrality of nodes in the
fragile network.
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Figure 5: Motif concentration decay for significant motifs vs. the node removal
percentage in degree-based node attacks.
Furthermore, [Figure 5] shows the decay in concentration of different significant mo-
tifs in different networks against the degree-based attack. In this figure, the x-axis repre-
sents the percentage of node removal and the y-axis represents the motif concentration for
various motifs. We simulated a degree-based attack as this attack has been shown to be
the most damaging attack. At the beginning M4 has the highest concentration in all of the
networks. However, its concentration decreases with different slope in the different net-
works as more nodes are removed. The slope of M4 concentration decay in the France and
Spain power grid networks is steeper than the Germany and Italy networks. The wide gap
between the M4 and other motifs in the Germany and Italy power grids suggests that the
degree centrality and M4-centrality values are highly correlated in these two networks. As
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far as the concentration decays of other motifs are concerned, no interesting patterns are
discernible. Lastly, we tested the evolution of z-score value of different significant motifs
when the edges of the network are removed. One of the most common measures of the
importance of an edge is its betweenness, i.e. the number of shortest paths passing through
that edge (normalized in the case where multiple shortest paths between some vertices oc-






where σis denotes the total number of shortest paths between nodes i and j, and σi j(e)
denotes the total number of shortest paths between nodes i and j that pass through edge e.
The higher the betweenness centrality of an edge, the more important that edge is.
[Figure 6] shows the z-score value of significant motifs as a function of the percent-
age of removed edges in a random-based attack and a betweenness-based attack in all four
networks. In the betweenness-based edge attack, we used an adaptive approach; starting
from each network we found the candidate edge (i.e., the edge with highest betweenness
centrality value) to remove, then we updated the betweenness centrality values for all the
remaining edges and found the next candidate to remove. In the random-based attack, one
edge randomly was removed during each iteration of the attack. The z-score of different
motifs were calculated with respect to corresponding edge removal percentage and results
were plotted in [Figure 6]. As shown, for motifs M3, M4, and M5 the random-based edge
attack and betweenness-based edge attack behave similarly. Both attacks cause an increase
in the value of z-score of M3 and M4. However, they cause a decrease in the z-score value
of M5. One interesting result is related to the z-score value of M2, where these two attacks
behave differently. In the case of the betweenness-based edge attack, the z-score value of
M2 in the Spain power grid increases and in the France power grid it remains almost the
same. Whereas, when a random-based edge attack happens for both of these networks, the
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Figure 6: Z-score of significant motifs as a function of the percentage of removed edges in
random-based vs. betweenness-based edge attack.
z-score value of M2 decreases. On the other hand, for the Germany and the Italy power
grids the z-score value of M2 decreases similarly in both attacks. This behavior can be
due to the fact that edges with high-betweenness centrality in the France and the Spain
power grids are probably bridges that are connecting different parts of these networks.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a preliminary study on the robustness of power grids and
their sub-structures, namely motifs. Network motifs are statistically overrepresented sub-
structures (subgraphs) in a network, and their detection has recently become an important
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part of network analysis across a variety of disciplines. Network motifs are also referred to
as the building blocks of complex networks. This is because these small building blocks fit
together in a specific way to give a network a variety of properties that result in stability or
resiliency under certain conditions.
In this study we used four European power grids as our dataset. Using the topological
and non-topological robustness metrics, these networks have been categorized as robust
and fragile. By calculating the z-score and concentration values of different motifs with
three and four nodes, we identified the significant motifs in these networks. According to
the results, all of these four networks have similar significant motifs with different levels of
concentration. Additionally, the location of motifs in a network can contribute to the overall
robustness of the network. Our results revealed that networks with similar small motifs can
have different larger motifs. This suggests that as motif size increases, the differences
between networks arise whereby larger motifs can define unique structures. One of the
main goals of researching network motifs is to gain insight into how the aggregate of small
group interactions forms the macroscopic behavior we see in complex networks. Attacks
on power grids are no longer just a theoretical concern and we believe that demonstrating
such insights for power grid networks may be beneficial to the design and analysis of more
robust networks.
In the future, we want to further investigate on directed motifs and see how aggrega-
tion of different directed motifs can create unique structural and topological properties that
can directly contribute to the overall robustness of a directed network such as the Internet.
We are optimistic that these studies will shed light on the optimal design of more robust
networks.
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As a part of the future research, we intend to extend our work to mine real-life large-
scale graphs. We want to scale and implement our sub-pattern mining algorithms in a
distributed data processing platform to be able to handle a single large graph.
We also intend to extend our work on robustness analysis of real-life large-scale net-
works. In this context, our work could be carried out in the following research directions.
2.1. GRAPH MINING USING DISTRIBUTED PLATFORMS
Most of the frequent subgraph mining algorithms focus only on the transactional
graphs setting, where the input graph consists of many small graphs. However, modern
applications (e.g., social networks, the Internet, protein-protein interactions, etc.) typically
involve a single large graph with millions of vertices.
Additionally, the set of frequent patterns and their subgraphs in a graph can be ex-
ponential in the size of the original graph, resulting in an explosion of the computation of
intermediate states.
There are different data processing platforms such as Pregel [1] and Arabesque [2]
that are designed for deployment of distributed graph analytic algorithms.
In particular, Pregel offers a "Think Like a Vertex" (TVL) programming paradigm,
where each vertex of the input graph is a processing element holding a local state and
communicating with its neighbors in the graph.
In contrast, Arabesque offers a "Think Like an Embedding" (TLE) programming
paradigm, where each embedding of the input graph is a processing element.
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We intend to scale our frequent subpattern mining algorithms using these platforms
in order to mine frequent subpatterns in a single large graph.
2.2. MOTIF-BASED ANALYSIS OF GRAPH ROBUSTNESS
Network motifs are often called the building blocks of graphs. They are patterns of
interconnections occurring in complex networks at numbers that are significantly higher
than those in randomized networks. Analysis of motifs is found to be an indispensable tool
for understanding local network structures and their effect on a global network topology.
As a result, networks that are similar in terms of global topological properties may differ
noticeably at a local level.
We intend to extend our preliminary study and investigate further on directed motifs
and how they contribute to the overall robustness of a directed network such as the Internet.
We also we want to know how certain significant motifs contribute to the overall robustness
of networks that are more likely to experience edge failures rather than node failures. We
believe that these studies can be beneficial in order to design more robust infrastructure
networks.
3. CONCLUSION
This dissertation presents algorithms and methods to mine and analyze different types
of networks. Firstly, an algorithm for frequent subgraph mining in a graph was proposed.
Secondly, a more efficient algorithm for frequent subtree mining in a large graph along
with its implementation in a distributed framework was presented. Thirdly, an algorithm
to improve the robustness of graphs subject to targeted attack was proposed. Fourthly, an
algorithm to mitigate the cascading failures in scale-free graphs was proposed. Lastly, the
dissertation was concluded by presenting a study on the interdependencies between the
global structural properties and the local topological structures of the graph.
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In paper I, a frequent subgraph mining algorithm named FSMS was proposed to
discover all frequent subgraphs of different sizes in an input graph, where the frequency
is determined based on a predefined user input threshold. There are some bottlenecks
regarding finding the frequent subgraphs in a large graph, where isomorphism checking
is one of them. FSMS was designed to eliminate the process of isomorphism checking
by using Mapping Sets. In paper II, a frequent subtree mining algorithm named SMAL
was proposed. SMAL is an efficient extension of FSMS to significantly avoid expensive
isomorphism testing and generating duplicated candidates by using automorphism sets.
SMAL was also designed for distributed computing.
In Paper III an iterative algorithm named RENEA was designed to enhance the overall
robustness of a scale-free network against malicious attacks by adding a limited number of
edges to it. Adding new connections to the nodes arbitrarily and without any constraint can
change the nodal degree of the graph and disturb other structural properties of it. RENEA
is an iterative algorithm that suggests the best edges such that adding them can increase the
robustness of a graph the most. In paper IV an extension to RENEA was proposed. In this
paper we discussed the phenomenon of cascading failures in scale-free networks such that
when a hub is attacked, nearby vertices must compensate for the failed component. This, in
turn, can overload these vertices, causing their failure and propagation of cascading failures
throughout the network. In order to mitigate the cascading failures, our algorithm assigns
a weight to each edge of the network in order to decrease the loads on hubs in such a way
that the network still can retain its efficiency.
In paper V, we presented a preliminary study on robustness of power grids and their
sub-structures, namely motifs. Our goal in this study was to gain insight into how the ag-
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